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The discovery of graphene in 2004 generated much interest in the unique properties of two-
dimensional (2D) layered materials. Reduction of thickness to single or few layers produces 
optical and electronic properties dramatically different from those in the bulk. Sample 
morphology (layer count, edge features, lateral size, etc.) also strongly affects material properties. 
Photoluminescence spectroscopy is a sensitive technique for studying electronic states and optical 
transitions. Spatially resolved photoluminescence imaging enables the correlation of optical 
emission to morphology of individual nanostructures. In this project, I have established and 
characterized a spatially resolved photoluminescence setup that allows studying the optical 
emission of single 2D nanostructures. As an example, I have studied the optical emission of 
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Nanomaterials have recently attracted much attention in scientific and technological 
community as a testbed for fundamental physics and candidates for groundbreaking technology 
for industrial and commercial applications (Pitkethly 2004, Mak, et al. 2010, Splendiani, et al. 
2010). The fundamental characteristic of nanomaterials responsible for their unique properties is 
their small sizes, along one or more dimensions. Spatial confinement of the electrons in the 
material over nanometer length scales causes significant changes to their behavior and results in 
electronic and optical properties that differ from those in the bulk. One class of nanomaterials that 
has recently garnered attention of researchers is layered van der Waals materials. Weak bonds 
between the layers allows isolation of individual layers that are inherently two dimensional (2D) 
with electrons confined within < 1 nm thick sheets (Geim and Grigorieva 2013). 2D materials 
exhibit unique optical and electronic properties such as transition from indirect band gap and 
weak optical emission in a bilayer to direct band gap and efficient optical emission in a single 
layer (Splendiani, et al. 2010). Photoluminescence spectroscopy is a sensitive probe of optical 
emission and electronic energy, and is thus uniquely suited to study 2D nanomaterials.  This 
project was focused on establishing and characterizing a spatially-resolved photoluminescence 
spectroscopy setup for studying individual 2D nanostructures in the WPI Physics Department’s 
Ultrafast Optical and Terahertz Spectroscopy Lab. 
1.1. Goals of the Project 
This project was divided into three stages: 
1) Establish a spatially resolved photoluminescence measurement scheme 
A spatially-resolved photoluminescence setup consisting of consisting of Horiba iHR550 
Spectrometer, microscope optical spectrometer MicOS, computer controlled sample stage, 405 
nm fiber coupled laser, and Horiba Synapse CCD camera was constructed and aligned as 
described in detail in Section 3 and Appendices A. – D.  The software package (LabSpec 6.0) 
supplied by the manufacturer did not offer sufficient flexibility in acquiring and analyzing data; 
to address this, I have written custom software-interfacing scripts and external data analysis tools 
in order to utilize the hardware fully, as outlined in Sections 3.6 and 3.7, and discussed more 
thoroughly in Appendices I. and J.  
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2) Characterize the capabilities of that measurement scheme, specifically for its use in 
measuring nanomaterials. 
After establishing the setup, I needed to ascertain its ability to measure the photoluminescence of 
single nanostructures. This meant determining the spatial resolution of the spectrometer under 
common conditions. This step made use of the built in software features, and therefore was done 
in parallel with writing the code for the sake of time efficiency.  
3) Demonstrate its functionality by measuring the photoluminescence of MoS2 monolayer 
nanosheets 
To test and demonstrate the functionality of the setup, I studied the optical emission of single 
layer MoS2 nanosheets. The photoluminescence of MoS2 has been extensively studied recently 
(Kim, et al. 2016). This allowed me to compare the measurements to literature values as a source 
of validation. This also served as a stress-test for my code’s usability, to improve its usefulness 




In this section, the mechanisms of photoluminescence and the application of 
photoluminescence spectroscopy to study optical transitions in nanomaterials are discussed. 
Measurements of the photoluminescence of MoS2 nanosheets from literature are also presented. 
2.1. Effects of Morphology and Structure 
The key reason for nanomaterials’ interesting properties is their variety of morphologies, 
structures, shapes, and sizes (Alivisatos 1996, Trindade, O'Brien and Pickett 2001). Often with 
these nanomaterials, they have at least one dimension which is very small, in the range of 1-20nm. 
This creates confinement effects along those dimensions, which changes the quantum mechanics 
and statistical mechanics of how the electrons behave (Splendiani, et al. 2010, Zozulya 2018). 
For example, monolayer and multilayer MoS2 have different energy structures, and 
correspondingly dramatically different photoluminescence properties (Kim, et al. 2016, Mak, et 
al. 2010, Splendiani, et al. 2010). As a consequence, photoluminescence emission can be used as 
a sensitive probe of band structure and optical properties of 2D materials and other nanostructures 
(Galliland 1997). 
2.2. Mechanisms of Photoluminescence 
Photoluminescence is the process of emitting a 
photon after the absorption of light, which caused an 
electron to be promoted to a higher energy level, typically 
from a valance to a conduction band state (Galliland 1997, 
p100). The process of photoluminescence involves three 
main steps: absorption, relaxation, and emission, as 
illustrated schematically in Figure 1. The photon on the 
left, having energy greater than the band gap (𝐸𝑔, the 
difference in energy between the maximum of the valance 
band and the minimum of the conduction band), interacts 
with an electron in the valance band of the material. The 
photon’s energy is absorbed, in turn promoting the 
electron up to a conduction band energy state. On a short 
Figure 1: A depiction of the absorption, 




time scale (~1ps), this electron non-radiatively releases energy and momentum into its 
environment in the form of heat by way of phonons (lattice vibrations) (Othonos 1998, Table 1). 
By this rapid mechanism, the energy electron relaxes down to the minimum of the conduction 
band. Over a longer timescale (~1ns), radiative recombination (emission of a photon) can occur, 
causing that electron to spontaneously emit a photon (shown on the right in Figure 1), i.e. 
photoluminesce. Due to the different lifetimes of these mechanisms, the spectrum of the emitted 
photoluminescence primarily yields information about the material’s band gap. This renders 
photoluminescence a useful probe for critical characteristics of the material’s energy landscape 
(Fox 2001, p94).  
2.3. Direct and Indirect Band Gap 
Not all materials have the extrema of the valance and conduction bands centered in 𝑘-
space, and this characteristic affects the photoluminescence efficiency. Materials with aligned 
extrema as represented in Figure 1 are called direct band gap materials, whereas materials without 
this alignment, as shown in Figure 2, are called indirect band gap materials (Fox 2001, p96). As 
shown in Figure 2, the absorption and relaxation still occur in indirect band gap semiconductors, 
but the recombination process involves 
a different type of transition, shown as 
a diagonal line in 𝐸-𝑘 space. The 
absorption and emission of photons are 
shown as almost-entirely straight lines 
in this space because of their relatively 
small momentum. To facilitate the 
radiative transition from the bottom of 
the conduction band to the top of the 
valance band in an indirect band gap 
semiconductor, emission or absorption 
of a momentum-conserving phonon is 
required. These transitions involving 
more particles are considerably less 
likely to occur, giving time for other 
Figure 2: How photoluminescence is altered with indirect 




nonradiative recombination transitions to occur, rendering photoluminescence a far less effective 
probe of the band gap. Due to this lower effectiveness, photoluminescence spectroscopy is largely 
limited to direct band gap materials. 
2.4. MoS2 Photoluminescence in Literature 
Bulk MoS2 displays an indirect band gap, and this trait persists even as the compound is 
made thinner into fewer and fewer layers, even down to a bilayer structure. This trend sharply 
ends in monolayer MoS2, and the morphology exhibits a direct band gap, with observed peak 
emission ranging from 1.82eV to 1.88eV (Mak, et al. 2010, Splendiani, et al. 2010, Eda, et al. 
2011, Kim, et al. 2016). Figure 3 shows the calculated band structure for MoS2 with 4, 3, 2, and 
1 nanosheet layers; the most likely transitions are shown as arrows, and a clear transition from 
indirect (diagonal line) to direct (vertical line) band gap transitions is present. 
 
 
The photoluminescence spectra has been observed to take the shape seen in Figure 5 for 
the MoS2 monolayer and bilayer (physical structures represented visually in Figure 4), where 
some photoluminescence is visible in the bilayer, but it is relatively weak, especially compared 
to that of the monolayer. Some features around 625nm are still present in both morphological 
variants, in roughly consistent magnitudes. 
Figure 3: The band structures of MoS2 layers, from 4 layers down to 1 layer. The most 








This ~1.8eV band gap can be sufficiently excited with the apparatus’ 405nm laser 
(3.06eV), and the sample of monolayer MoS2 structures should produce measurable 
photoluminescence, in order to confirm the functionality of the setup. 
  
Figure 5: The photoluminescence emission spectra for MoS2 monolayer 
and bilayer. Modified from (Kim, et al. 2016). 
Figure 4: Ball and stick model for monolayer and bilayer MoS2. 
Modified from (He and Que 2016) 
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3. Experimental Setup 
This section discusses the setup of the system and outlines the steps taken to achieve its 
establishment. A more thorough description of the steps is provided in the respective appendices. 
3.1. Apparatus Setup 
The hardware for the apparatus is mainly comprised of a Horiba iHR 550 spectrometer, 
with a MicOS (Microscope Optical Spectrometer) attachment. A similar model, iHR 320, can be 
seen in Figure 6 (the only difference is the iHR 550 is larger). The left box is the main 
spectrometer, and the right end is the MicOS system, and directly below that is the sample xyz 
stage. The spectrometer uses a Synapse CCD detector, also from Horiba, to measure intensity on 
a 2D array of CCD pixels, 1600 wide by 400 tall. Each pixel physically is 16𝜇m square, and the 
CCD is thermoelectrically cooled to -60 °C to minimize dark current. The spectrometer uses a 
diffraction grating to spectrally resolve the emission spectra. Gratings with 150, 600, and 1200 
line/mm, all blazed at 500 nm are installed in a three-grating turret.  Specific grating can be 
selected through the LabSpec software, which is part of the iHR 550 package. 
Figure 6: A similar model spectrometer to the iHR 550, showing the 
spectrometer, MicOS attachment, and sample xyz stage (Quark Photonics n.d.).  
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The sample stage offers the ability to move the stage horizontally for test location 
selection, and vertically for focusing. The horizontal movement has both manual control through 
a joystick and digital control through the LabSpec software. The vertical stage movement, 
necessary for focusing the image, only has manual control. Figure 7 is an image of the sample 
stage; the circular sample holder is shown at its center. This sample holder has been machined so 
that it may spin in the flat plate with minimal force, allowing for easy orientation of anisotropic 
samples. The sample holder large diameter enables the study of samples with spread out regions 
of interest. There is a hole (~2mm wide) at the center of its bottom, which will be used for later 
additions to the measurement scheme (see Section 5). Also for this purpose, the staging area has 
been set up with plenty of room beneath the cup. 
 
 
The scheme makes use of the 10x and 50x M Plan Apo NIR parfocal Mitutoyo objective 
lenses from Edmund Optics, to handle different magnification needs. The 50x is used extensively 
for data collection, but the 10x has been useful for seeing a bigger picture of the samples. These 
objectives are shown in Figure 8. The numerical apertures and focal lengths of the 10x and 50x 
objectives, respectively, are 0.26 and 20mm, and 0.42 and 4mm (Mitutoyo 2015). 
Figure 7: The sample xyz translation stage, showing rotating sample holder at 
its center and the objective and MicOS system above. 
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Both an optical image video camera and the CCD 
detector output are available for visualizing the sample. 
A 405nm laser acts as an optical excitation source, and 
a white lamp light is also available. The latter is most 
useful when used with the optical video feed.  
 The schematic view of the MicOS head can be 
seen in Figure 9. This MicOS attachment serves as an 
interface between the excitation laser source, the sample, 
and the spectrometer. Before entering the apparatus, the 
405nm laser source passes through a band filter to 
prevent unintended wavelengths of light from entering 
the system artificially. The 405nm light enters the 
apparatus and passes through a collimator. A dichroic 
designed to reflect only in the neighborhood of 405nm 
reflects all of the excitation light onto a main beam path. 
Figure 8: The 10x and 50x objectives.  
Figure 9: A schematic view of the MicOS attachment’s optics. A dichroic mirror guides 405nm excitation 




The laser beam is focused through the objective onto the sample, which in turn luminesces. All 
of the reflected laser light and the emitted photoluminescence is then collected back through the 
same objective, and re-enters the main beam path. This image is split, going to the optical video 
camera and towards the main spectrometer. The white light, if used instead of the laser source, 
reaches the main beam path in the same manner as the laser, just with beam splitters instead of a 
dichroic. 
The recollected light must pass through the dichroic in order to enter the spectrometer. 
Because of the wavelength-dependent reflectivity of the dichroic, all of the remaining excitation 
laser light is reflected away, allowing only the sample’s optical emission to enter the spectrometer. 
This ensures that the images created on the CCD from 405nm excitation on the sample are almost 
entirely images of the sample’s photoluminescence.  
 
After passing through the dichroic, the optical emission is focused on a slit. This slit has 
a maximum width of 2000𝜇m and controls what portion of the sample’s image actually enters the 
spectrometer, and in turn controls from where on the sample the spectra are generated.  
A schematic view of inside the spectrometer is shown in Figure 10. The light which passes 
through the slit expands radially as from a point source, and is collimated off a parabolic mirror. 
Figure 10: A schematic of the iHR 550 spectrometer showing the first 
order diffraction mode. Modified from (Horiba 2013). 
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The collimated light then diffracts off the diffraction grating. Two main modes for this are 
available. The diffraction grating may be used as a simply a mirror, by rotating the grating so that 
the zeroth order diffraction peak arrives on the CCD. This scheme simply reimages the sample’s 
photoluminescence (restricted by the slit) onto the CCD, and yields a 2D spatial image. The 
second scheme is to use the diffraction grating as designed, and orient it so the first order 
diffraction peak arrives at the CCD. This diffraction exchanges the left-right spatially resolved 
image for a spectrally resolved image. This diffraction only affects this one dimension, and the 
other remains correlated to the up-down spatial dimension.  
This latter scheme, using first order diffraction, is accomplished by using the wavelength-
dependent angle of light created from the grating, in tandem with the second parabolic mirror, to 
focus different wavelengths at different points along the focal plane of the CCD, and hence 
allowing their separate measurement. The LabSpec software handles the movement of the grating 
to achieve a certain wavelength center on the CCD screen. 
3.2. Alignment Overview 
The optics within the MicOS system, the parabolic mirrors and the CCD orientation were 
realigned away from the factory default configurations. The sample image arrived at the CCD 
with some skewing, but the horizontal alignment of this image was prioritized over vertical 
alignment. See Appendix A.  for more alignment details. 
3.3. Spatial Calibration and Resolution 
The spatial calibration was performed for all 
combinations of: 10x and 50x, laser and white light excitation, 
and optical video and CCD 0th order image. A ThorLabs 1951 
USAF Ø1” resolution test target was used for accurate 
calibration at different size scales, depicted in Figure 11. This 
target has a wide range of horizontal and vertical line pair 
sizes, and enables the straightforward correlation of pixels to 
length on the sample. The target provided high contrast images 
using both all measurement combinations described. See 
Appendix B. for more spatial calibration details, including 
Figure 11: The resolution test target 
used for pixel size calibration. Line 
pairs of a range of sizes enable length 
determination at a wide range of 




conversion from line set label to line width. In addition to using this target to calibrate length-
pixel conversions, I also used it to determine the spatial resolution of the images we were able to 
see. Instead of just using the marking on the target as rulers, I found the smallest set of lines that 
were actually distinct. This smallest resolvable length-scale empirically determined the spatial 
resolution of the system. 
3.4. Spectral Calibration 
The spectral correspondence to CCD pixels and grating rotation was handled within 
LabSpec, and thus the spectral calibration was performed within LabSpec. Ionized hydrogen and 
mercury were both used for their known spectral lines, and the correspondence within LabSpec 
was adjusted so the observed wavelengths matched spectral emission literature values. This was 
done for each grating. A priority of wavelength accuracy was placed on higher wavelengths, i.e. 
> 550nm. See Appendix C.  for more spectral calibration details. 
3.5. Slit Size Determination 
The slit dimensions were found to not agree with the assigned values within LabSpec at 
small slit widths. An investigation was made by measuring the emission intensity of a sample of 
CdSeS/ZnS alloyed quantum dots (6nm diameter, fluorescing at 630nm, from Sigma-Aldrich). 
This sample was deposited by evaporation from toluene onto silicon, and when dry a 0.2mm line 
of the dots was scraped out of the sample’s center. The edge of this scraped region provided a 
spatially resolved feature to measure. The stage position was incremented so that the image of 
this edge would travel across the slit, and the intensity observed on the CCD would offer 
information on where the slit allowed light through. Several slit widths were tested. See Appendix 
D. for more details regarding this procedure. 
3.6. LabSpec 6.0 and Data Acquisition Code 
LabSpec 6.0 offers a user interface for controlling the spectrometer and its components. 
Some of the built-in modes are a real time display spectrum, a single spectrum, a spectral range 
(incremented), and a CCD image. These worked well for simple measurements, but were not 
easily automated. The software also offers a scripting functionality in the Visual Basic Script 
language. I used this scripting capability (along with the limited documentation available for 
interfacing with the software) to create a number of base level functions (motor control, 
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wavelength seeking, etc.) and some more specific wrapper functions, which handled full data 
acquisition sequences. Most of the acquisition sequences implemented performed a combination 
of iterating over wavelength windows (to measure over a large spectral window) and iterating 
over stage position, so different parts of the sample image could be passed through the thin slit 
for measurement. Similar functionality was implemented for recording zeroth order CCD images. 
My scripts also handled saving the CCD image data in a convenient format. See Appendix E. for 
instructions on the code’s use, and Appendix I.  for a full discussion of its functionality and its 
full code.  
3.7. MATLAB and Data Processing 
After the CCD intensity vs. pixel data is saved, it can be read by a MATLAB script which 
handles the processing of raw data. This first script extracts pieces of information from the raw 
data (intensity matrix, position, test duration, wavelength vector, etc.) and stitches the multiple 
wavelength windows together to form a complete spectral image. When using the 1200 line/mm 
grating, there is intensity information for approximately 20,000 wavelength values (iterated over 
wavelength windows ~15 times), so the data is smoothed a bit and reduced to 2000 representative 
wavelength values. A minor skewing operation is performed on the data to correct for the 
imperfect CCD orientation. This improves the correlation between spectra and source location. 
After this is extracted, a secondary script produces images and animations of the measurement to 
aid in the visualization of the data. With this visualization, the user may then extract emission 
spectra from locations of interest on the sample. These MATLAB scripts have been designed to be 
user friendly; see Appendix F. for instructions on its use, and see Appendix J. for a more thorough 
description of the code, and the code in full. 
3.8. Excitation Laser Intensity Characterization 
In combination with the dial-operated laser power supply, the excitation laser system 
displayed a nonlinear output of light intensity. For the sake of comparing results, I needed to 
know this dependence so I could correct for it, i.e. to scale all results to the same hypothetical 
applied laser intensity. To characterize the laser intensity, I reflected the 405nm laser off a piece 
of white paper and recorded the total (sum) pixel intensity on the CCD. While this did not allow 
for the characterization of the absolute laser intensity, it did allow for a relative characterization 




This section presents the results of the numerous system characterization procedures, and 
then presents measurements of MoS2 monolayer nanosheets using the tools described. 
4.1. Characterization Results 
The following subsections present and discuss the apparatus’ characterization results. 
4.1.1. Spatial Calibration and Resolution. 
Table 2 and 3 present images of the resolution test target using the different magnification 
levels and imaging schemes available. The CCD images were flipped horizontally for easier 
comparison. The 5-1 line set on the target was used for the 10x objective (15.6𝜇m line separation), 
and the 7-1 line set was used for the 50x objective (3.91𝜇m line separation). These images were 
used to determine the calibration for the effective pixel sizes for each imaging process. By 
counting how many pixels were seen per physical line, the effective pixel sizes were calculated 
for use in the software. These pixel widths, 𝐿𝑝, are presented in Table 1. From those values, it is 
clear that the image resolution is independent of the excitation wavelength to the accuracy 
available. 
𝐿𝑝 (𝜇m) 10x 50x 
Video Laser 1.04 0.22 
Video White 1.07 0.22 
CCD Laser 4.1 0.83 
CCD White 4.1 0.83 
Additionally, the resolution test target was used to determine the smallest spatial features 
resolvable in each measurement scheme, by finding the smallest discernable set of lines. This 
worked well for the 10x, but the 50x objective was able to resolve the lines on even the smallest 
line set (2.2𝜇m per line). Thus, only an upper bound is available for the empirical resolutions for 
the 50x objective. These empirical spatial resolutions are produced in Table 4 for all the imaging 
schemes.  
  





























































Table 2: 10x objective 
spatial calibration for the 
combinations of light source 
and imaging scheme. 
 
Table 3: 50x objective 
spatial calibration for the 
combinations of light source 
and imaging scheme. 
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𝐷 (𝜇m) 10x 50x 
Video Laser 5.5 < 2.2 
Video White 5.5 < 2.2 
CCD Laser 7.8 < 2.2 
CCD White 7.8 < 2.2 
 
Additionally, a theoretical maximum for the resolution, 𝐷, may be determined using the 





where NA is the numerical aperture of the objective, and 𝜆 is the wavelength of light generating 
the image. For our two objectives, this yields a best-case spatial resolution. These resolution limits 
are shown in Table 5 for 400nm and 800nm, which are approximate bounds for the wavelength 





Comparing the empirical resolutions to the best-case resolutions, one sees that the various 
imaging schemes are all within a factor of 2 to 5 of optimality. Comparing the empirical 
resolutions to the effective pixel widths indicates that the entire system is resolution limited, as 
opposed to pixel limited. 
Objective 10x 50x 
NA 0.26 0.42 
   
D (𝜇m) 10x 50x 
400nm 0.94 0.58 
800nm 1.9 1.2 
Table 5: The theoretical best resolutions achievable by our apertures at 
the two approximate bounds of our investigation. 
 




4.2. Functionality Demonstration: Photoluminescence spectroscopy of 
single MoS2 nanosheets 
A sample of MoS2 monolayer nanosheets was 
provided by Sefaattin Tongay from Arizona State 
University. This sample, shown in Figure 12, has a several 
morphological variants in groups around the surface, and 
the observed photoluminescence properties of these 
variants are presented in this section. For all of these, the 
50x objective and 1200 line/mm grating were used 
extensively, and a position increment of 3𝜇m was used as 
it was in between the actual spatial resolution and the thin 
slit size (~10𝜇m for 50x, assigned slit value 100𝜇m). For 
the spectra, the intensity scale is arbitrary, but all of the 
spectral plots in this section are in scale with each other. 
4.2.1. Location A 
The first location on the sample is shown in Figure 
13, containing large, mostly triangular formations of the 
monolayer. This optical image may be compared to the 0th 
order CCD images of the same location shown in Figure 
14; many more details of the structures are clearly visible 
in the laser excited image, because that image is 
exclusively photoluminescence, and negligible reflected 
light. This reiterates how great photoluminescence is as a probe is for nanomaterials. These 
visually resolvable structures include photoluminescence emission decreases at the edges and 
occasionally at a point in the center; where different domains were forming simultaneously until 
the hit each other; and separate neighboring crystal structures which are entirely indistinguishable 
in the 0th order white light and optical image. 
One dimension of the 2D image may then be spectrally resolved using the first order 
diffraction of the diffraction grating, yielding vertically resolved spectra as in Figure 15. Because   
Figure 12: The MoS2 sample, on 
oxidized silicon. The whole sample is 
about 5mm x 15mm. 
Figure 13: Optical image of location A 
on the MoS2 sample. Contains large 
















Figure 14: The 0th order CCD 
images (excitation on left: 
laser; right: white light) of 
location A. The feature 
resolvability for the laser-
excited image is 
comparatively phenomenal. 
Figure 15: The 0th order laser image 
reproduced next to the 1st order laser image 
of the region within the red region, 
denoting the thin slit. 
Figure 16: The regions on location A 
whose spectra were extracted. 1,2 are 




of the corrections done in alignment and in 
the code, the spectra are directly correlated 
the region in the slit, marked in red. 
However, the spectra of any physical 
sources inside the slit on a given horizontal 
slice cannot be resolved. This is one benefit 
of a smaller slit size. 
Four spots in location A were 
chosen for spectra extraction. These include 
centers (1,2), an edge (3), and background 
(4). These spectra are presented in Figure 
17. Between all three spots measuring part of a nanostructure, they all have peaks at 677nm 
(1.83eV). This suggests, at least for this set of nanosheets, that minor changes in lateral size and 
different locations on the structure do not directly alter the band gap, but can strongly affect the 
emission efficiency.   
4.2.2. Location B 
Location B on the MoS2 sample was selected for investigation for its comparatively small 
nanosheets, which can be seen in Figure 19. Other than the sizes being smaller, and the greater 
difficulty to resolve any visual information, the nanosheets in location A and B appear to be 
structurally the same. The spectral information for two spots at location B, shown in Figure 18, 
was extracted: one at the center of a nanosheets (1) which, given the slit size, covered the edges 
and middle of the structure; and one measurement of the background (2). The resulting spectra 
are shown in Figure 20. It is apparent that the measurement of these specific nanostructures is 
closer to the noise floor of the apparatus than it was for those of location A, but aside from 
magnitude the results are the same: same general form of the spectrum, and a peak at 677nm. This 
magnitude difference can be explained by the smaller emitting surface than those in location A. 
4.2.3. Location C 
Lastly, location C was selected because the shape of the nanosheets in this area of the 
sample differed from the shapes in locations A and B, as can be seen in Figure 21. The structure 
is still triangular, but the edges are bowed inward, making the vertices sharper. The nanostructures   
Figure 17: The photoluminescence emission spectra for 








selected for photoluminescence emission extraction are an intermediate size compared to the 
previous two locations tested. The centers of two different nanosheets, displayed in Figure 22, are 
spectrally measured along with a background spot for reference. The spectra for these points are 
shown in Figure 26, and are closer still to the noise floor. These spectra present two interesting   
Figure 19: The 0th and 1st order laser images on the CCD 
of these numerous, smaller nanosheets in location B. 
Figure 18: The two spots selected for 
spectral investigation at location B. 1 is the 
whole of one nanosheets, and 2 is 
background. 
Figure 20: The resulting photoluminescence 
spectra for the whole nanosheets (1) and the 








properties. Firstly, the form of the spectra show a relative increase in the emission at lower 
wavelength than before, with this feature remaining observable all the way down to 620nm. The 
second feature is the shifted peak value: while point 2 has a peak at 672nm (1.85eV) which is still 
well within the literature values, point 1 has its peak at 686nm (1.81eV), which is slightly outside 
Figure 21: The 0th and 1st order laser 
excited CCD images at location C. Note 
the curved edges of the nanostructures, 
visible in the 0th order image. 
Figure 22: The spots selected for spectral 
extraction at location C. 1 and 2 contain the 
centers and edges of some main structures, 
and 3 is background. 
Figure 23: The emission spectra extracted 
from the different spots shown in Figure 22. 
More emission is detected at lower 
wavelengths, and the peak centers shift.  
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the literature values range. Moreover, the fact that a shift in central peak appears at all is 
significant in the exploration of the effects the morphology of MoS2.  
These observed features at location C (low total intensity, emission present at lower 
wavelengths, peak shifting) suggest the nanostructures in this location are bilayers, since it 
matches the literature representations: Figure 3 shows the band gap for bilayer MoS2 as lower 
than that of the monolayer, the bilayer having an indirect band gap would explain the low 
emission intensity, and the new spectral features at low wavelength matches the relative scale 
shown in Figure 5. Alternatively, the inward-bowed edges of these nanosheets could be a more 
direct cause, and could account for some or all of the phenomena observed.  
The 1st order laser CCD image in Figure 21 also reveals some artifacts of the measurement 
scheme. At low signal intensities, the variability in quantum efficiency of individual CCD pixels 
becomes pronounced. This can be seen in the vertical stripes in that figure (spaced ~30nm apart), 
and also clearly emerge in the spectra in Figure 23 as bumps on all three plots around 630nm. 
The problem of correcting the intensity value each CCD pixel measured was recognized 
at the same time as the code was being written, so I attempted to address it by using overlapped 
measurements to extract the true intensity and by deriving a set of scale coefficients to represent 
the efficiency of specific pixels. This correction scheme was unsuccessful and was not 
implemented in the final measurements. For more discussion regarding the pixel correction, see 





I achieved the project’s three goals, to establish the spectrometer, to characterize it, and 
to demonstrate spatially-resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy measurements. I have carried 
out extensive spatially-resolved photoluminescence imaging on multiple monolayer-thick MoS2 
nanosheets, and the resulting photoluminescence spectra are in good agreement with reported 
literature values. Moreover, I have shown that the spatial resolution of the experimental setup is 
sufficient to resolve the variation of optical emission across the individual structures, enabling 
investigation of the effects of edges, grain boundaries and defects. The next steps for the use of 
the spatially-resolved photoluminescence spectrometer are to continue refining its application, 
and work towards implementing time resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy by incorporating 





A.  Initial Alignment 
This appendix will cover the different stages of the initial alignment. 
A.1. Level Apparatus 
First, I leveled the system. I used the top surface of the spectrometer as the plane to level. To 
adjust, I rotated a combination of the bolts going into the table and the foot going into the leg. 
The center bolt acts as a fulcrum, whereas the other bolt and the foot act as applied torques about 
this fulcrum. This second bolt is not in a position to be rotated, and thus is not available for 
manipulation, and only acts as a tensioner. Adjust the other two to achieve the desired raising or 
lowering effect. Try to spread out changes in height over all legs so wobbling is not induced. 
A.2. Align MicOS 
Next, the optics in the MicOS system needed to be taken apart, and put back together in an 
intelligent order. The overall idea was to have as many optical components out of the way as long 
as possible until they were needed in the different paths of the light. Once a component was in 
place, in most cases its alignment was left untouched.  
A.2.1. Zeroth Order Dichroic and End Mirror Alignment 
The end mirror was wobbly when I started working, so I removed it first. Even if the end were 
not wobbly, it would be a good idea to do if a full realignment is underway. I removed the two 
beam splitters, and the plastic end cap (follow the main beam path to the end far end of the MicOS 
case). In the place of the end mirror, I placed the alignment tube and the frosted glass end (see 
Figure 24). 
Then, I loosened the dichroic, and turned on the laser. I titled and rotated the dichroic until the 
center of the beam, visible on the frosted glass, was centered on that glass disk. With this more 
or less in place, I removed the alignment tube and re-attached the end mirror, and then attached 
the same alignment-tube-and-frosted-glass assembly below the end mirror (where the objective 
goes). Using a phone camera placed below the frosted glass looking up at its center (front-facing 
Figure 24: Alignment tube, mirror, frosted glass, and alignment target. 
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camera, for easier viewing), I then manipulated the end mirror adjustments so that the beam was 
again centered on the frosted glass. 
A.2.2. First Order Dichroic and End Mirror Alignment 
With a good approximation for the alignment of the dichroic and end mirror now in place, I was 
able to look at a more important quality of their resultant beam paths. I replaced the frosted glass 
cover with the mirror cover (see Figure 24). With this in place, the light would be able to reach 
all the way back to the dichroic. A combination of two methods were used to improve the 
alignment over this doubled distance: a piece of paper in the hole of the first beam splitter, seeing 
roughly if the two beam directions were wildly off from coincident; and using the alignment target 
(see Figure 24) or a white piece of paper in the space between the dichroic and the slit, look to 
see if things are centered out there. I adjusted the dichroic and end mirror to improve centeredness, 
but tried not change their alignment too much. To see much of anything on the other side of the 
dichroic, I needed max laser power and a dimmed room (I would also recommend removing the 
band pass filter). Even then, it is difficult to see much because the dichroic blocks so much of the 
405nm.   
A.2.3. Finalize Dichroic and End Mirror Alignment 
As a final step, I replaced the alignment tube with an objective (in its intended location) and 
focused laser light onto a piece of paper. Because the paper fluoresces in the blue, just above the 
excitation wavelength, but the light is bright, we can approximate seeing the laser itself with it. 
Using the real time display in LabSpec on the zeroth order diffraction (center on 0nm) with the 
slit fully open (2000𝜇m), I made further small adjustments to the dichroic and end mirror, trying 
to maximize the observed emission intensity. By maximizing this, I was effectively maximizing 
where the image arrived relative to where the slit was. Refining this with smaller slit sizes also 
improved the results. Then I tightened all fasteners for the dichroic and end mirror and confirmed 
that I did not change their configuration. 
A.2.4. Align First Beam Splitter and Optical Video 
Next, I added the first beam splitter back into its encasement along the main beam path. I adjusted 
the tilt and rotation of this beam splitter to center the image onto the video camera (with camera 
on for immediate feedback). The camera only has a rotational degree of freedom, and does not 
allow for any manual focusing. I rotated the camera as needed for image orientation, but this 
step’s alignment was mostly acting on the beam splitter. I tightened this beam splitter afterwards. 
A.2.5. Align Second Beam Splitter and White Lamp 
Finally, I aligned the second beam splitter, which brings in the white light. After placing it in its 
encasement, I used the LabSpec real time display to maximize the light getting on through the 
slit, using white paper as the sample again. To maximize the similarity between the white light 
focus height and the laser light focus height, I had the laser light focused on the sample, and then 
switched over to just the white light as the source, without moving the stage. I adjusted the tilt 
and rotation of this final beam splitter, using the LabSpec intensity value as a quantifier for the 
optimized alignment. Afterwards, I tightened this optic down in place. 
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A.3. CCD and Parabolic Mirror Alignment 
I carefully adjusted the parabolic mirrors and the CCD rotation to make the spectral lines more 
horizontal. I could have prioritized the vertical lines, but for the case where the most accuracy is 
needed (1st order laser-excited CCD images), the spectral lines are what’s important. Any vertical 
lines will get blurred out with the grating. 
The image on the CCD was visibly skewed, and the CCD only really has one rotational degree of 
freedom, so I couldn’t do much with this other than to make it ‘better’. Refer to the manual for 
where the CCD rotation is, and what tools you need for it. The alignment screws for the parabolic 
mirrors are inside the spectrometer, right behind the front panel, as shown in Figure 25. 
 
 
Be careful not point the image off the CCD, because then you have no feedback for your actions. 
While this alignment made the hardware agree a bit better, the CCD pixels were not calibrated 
for this exact setup, and it is probably this action that created the pixel inefficiency issue, as 
discussed in Appendix G.  
  





B.  Spatial Calibration 
The spatial calibration and spatial resolution determination was performed with the resolution test 
target, whose printed line groups are shown in Figure 26. The number at the top of each column 




The conversion from group/element numbers to line-pair per mm is reproduced in Table 6. A line 
pair is a line and a space next to each other.  
Element Group Number 
  -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 0.25 0.5 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 
2 0.28 0.561 1.12 2.24 4.49 8.98 17.95 36 71.8 144 
3 0.315 0.63 1.26 2.52 5.04 10.1 20.16 40.3 80.6 161 
4 0.353 0.707 1.41 2.83 5.66 11.3 22.62 45.3 90.5 181 
5 0.397 0.793 1.59 3.17 6.35 12.7 25.39 50.8 102 203 
6 0.445 0.891 1.78 3.56 7.13 14.3 28.5 57 114 228 
 
A more helpful metric is line thickness. This can be determined using the following conversion, 
where x is the respective numerical value taken from Table 6. 















This calculation is done for all entries in Table 6, and is presented in Table 7. 
 
Figure 26: The line group layout of the 
resolution test target. Modified from (ThorLabs 
n.d.) 
 




Element Group Number 
  -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2000 1000 500 250 125 62.5 31.3 15.6 7.81 3.91 
2 1786 891 446 223 111 55.7 27.9 13.9 6.96 3.47 
3 1587 794 397 198 99.2 49.5 24.8 12.4 6.20 3.11 
4 1416 707 355 177 88.3 44.2 22.1 11.0 5.52 2.76 
5 1259 631 314 158 78.7 39.4 19.7 9.84 4.90 2.46 
6 1124 561 281 140 70.1 35.0 17.5 8.77 4.39 2.19 
 
To measure pixels, the best method is to measure across the 5-lines-thick line-space-line-space-
line region of the group/element in question. 
When using the target to determine the smallest resolvable lengths, use the smallest element of 






Table 7: Line or space width for the test target, generated from Table 6 and 
the previous conversion equation. Modified from (ThorLabs n.d.). 
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C.  Spectral Calibration 
In order to calibrate the pixel-to-spectral correspondence, I needed to enter Service mode in 
LabSpec and alter the coeff and offset values in the Maintenance tab. The offset value a 
horizontal offset (in arbitrary units, significant movement appears from changes of ~103 to 104). 
The coeff value determines the stretching of the spectrum in the wavelength dimension (also in 
arbitrary units, normal values are ~10−3). 
The first calibration sample I looked at was ionized hydrogen, since it offered very strong peaks 
at 656.3, 486.1, and 434.0 nm. These values and the ones to check later for mercury are provided 
by searching on https://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/ASD/lines_form.html 
The 0th order peak was first centered onto 0nm, and then the scale factor was adjusted roughly 
until the emission lines were close to their correct values. The 0th order image is just used as an 
estimate here, and after more calibration wandered away from 0nm a bit, since the wavelength 
correlation at 0nm is not meaningful in any way. 
By comparing the difference (first-second, second-third, first-third) between the different line 
values observed to the theoretical differences, a correction scale factor (near unity) was generated, 
weighting the values more heavily on the longer wavelengths. This correction factor was then 
used to scale coeff appropriately, so that the scale factor agreed better with the real line 
separations. After this was updated, I altered the offset once again, to shift the lines onto their 
correct absolute values. This difference scheme prevents the offset value from affecting the 
coeff calculation. The wavelengths were normally well within 0.5nm of accuracy by this point. 
The mercury was then examined afterwards to ensure the observed wavelength values vs literature 




It is noted here that the observed widths of these line peaks correspond directly to the width of 
the slit, so there is an inherent link between the slit size and the spectral resolution of the system 
(as well as spatial resolution). The system is more than sufficiently spectrally resolved, with each 
pixel on the CCD using the 1200 lines/mm grating has around 0.15nm precision. 
Figure 27: The hydrogen (left) and mercury 
(right) lamps used for spectral calibration. 
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D.  Additional System Characterization 
D.1. Slit Size Determination 
As mentioned in the main report, a sample of quantum dots with a sharp linear feature was used 
to measure the location and width of the slit. Translating the boundary between dots (highly 
photoluminescent) to silicon (negligibly emissive, if at all) allowed the correlation between the 
area of quantum dots in view of the slit and the measured spectral intensity. Horizontal translation 
was done with the dots on the left and the right of the line, and vertical translation was similarly 
done with the dots on the top and bottom of the line. The vertical testing was performed for two 
values of slit height: fully open, and partially closed. These values manually controlled the height 
of the slit and were selected by pulling or pushing in the metal rod next to the slit encasement. 
The vertical results are not especially useful for resolution purposes, and are omitted here.  
An optical image of the laser-excited quantum 
dot/silicon edge is shown in Figure 28. A straight 
region of the edge with roughly uniform 
quantum dot density was selected for testing. As 
the sample moved left and right, different 
amounts of the bright quantum dots fell within 
the slit, and passed into the spectrometer to be 
observed. This horizontal translation scheme 
was repeated for assigned slit width values of 20, 
100, 500, 1000, and 2000𝜇m. 1𝜇m or 5𝜇m 
translation step sizes were used as appropriate. 
The edge sample was rotated 180 and all the tests 
were done again to gain a fuller understanding of 
the slit. Figure 29 shows the intensity profiles 
measured using this process. The intensities are 
normalized for comparison purposes. If the slit 
were perfectly sharp, I would expect these 
profiles to be piecewise linear, with three 
segments: zero, rising, and unity (or unity, falling, and zero in the reverse direction). Using this 
model, and using mostly the middle straight regions, I estimate the slit widths for each assigned 







Assigned width (𝝁m) 20 100 500 1000 2000 
Effective Width (𝝁m) 8 8 34 64 69 
Figure 28: The edge between bare silicon (right) and 
deposited quantum dots (left), aligned vertically for 
horizontal stage translation. 
Table 8: Estimated effective widths of the slit relative to the 





As suspected, the actual slit width does not behave like the assigned width value. At small slit 
widths ( ≤100𝜇m ), assigning smaller values seems to lose effect, and there is a nonzero lower 
bound for the width. At large (near max) slit widths, there seems to be similarly low level of 
control, but this could be due to the laser spot size being smaller than this maximum slit size, and 
itself causing size limiting. The small slit widths is the primary concern. For the time being, a slit 
value of 100𝜇m was used for all of Section 4.2, since it appeared to be the smallest controllable 
slit width. One good thing Figure 29 shows is that the location of the center of the slit remains 
relatively constant, which means the sides of the slit are moving equally. 
Some things to note: the line was always zeroed to the (0,0) mark in the optical camera’s view, 
but this test was done before some minor additional alignment, so the overall location of the 
horizontal slit location may have changed. This center is not crucial, since the placement of the 
sample needs to be selected by manually each time. 
 
D.2. Relative Laser Intensity Characterization 
An additional result of the characterization is the relative laser intensity versus power supply’s 
claimed power. As anticipated, the observed intensity did dramatically change around 35 on the 
power dial, as shown in Figure 30. This region was tested as precisely as possible, but the dial 
only offered an indication of the power unit accuracy (out of 192 max power). Everywhere outside 
of 35±3 on the power dial is very reliable and well characterized through interpolation of the 
data, but within that region there is greater uncertainty. Accordingly, laser power values in this 
window should be avoided, to maintain confidence in the data’s correct rescaling. 
Figure 29: The normalized intensity profile observed when varying the location of the 






Figure 30: The relative laser intensity versus claimed power supply input power. 
A dramatic change in intensity takes place around 35 input power. 
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E.  Collecting Data 
This section will detail the steps to be taken for collecting data. 
For all of these, you must select a single grating and objective, and consistent pixel and binning 
settings for the CCD, so that the data may be processed together. You may change these settings 
in the interim while setting things up, but all of the final data must be taken in this consistent way. 
E.1. Primer on Visual Basic Script 
I will give you some pieces of information which constitute the bare minimum of what you need 
to understand in order to execute my code, which is written in Visual Basic Script (VBS).  
 Strings and text must be enclosed in double quotes. e.g. “abc 123” 
o This means you can easily enter strings which have apostrophes inside them 
 VBS is case insensitive 
 There is no line termination character 
 Variables need to be initialized before assigning them Dim varX 
 Variable assignment uses :=     varX := 3 
 A handful of features that are available in standard VBS do not function properly within 
LabSpec, so troubleshooting can be difficult 
 Comments are denoted by an apostrophe ‘ and will prevent the rest of the line of code 
from being executed 
 If an output of a function/sub will be assigned, use parentheses, but if not, use spaces 
E.2. Comments on Scripting 
Using the scripting tools in LabSpec tends to crash the scripts after a lot of data has been recorded 
and saved. Restarting LabSpec solves the issue (for a while), which points to memory 
management issues being at fault. I have made efforts to manually handle memory in the code, 
but it does not seem to have helped. Before you restart, in order to maintain the coordinate system 
you’re using, reset the position to 0,0. (Restarting the program will zero the position 
automatically, so you may as well have it be right). Then restart. Turn the optical image back on 
and the stage is aligned with the original coordinate system again (correct as needed). Do not feel 
the need to change image focus just to see this, since setting up CCD focus is hard. Just go off the 
unfocused image and make an estimate if something is off or if it is good. The motors are 
especially repeatable, so an issue here is not likely. 
For some reason, assigning the accumulation duration from the function call is not sufficient, and 
the test duration must also be placed in the corresponding location in the CCD page in LabSpec 




E.3. Data Acquisition Outline 
This list outlines the steps to be taken for each sample location. Of course, these are flexible, and 
may be changed to meet the needs of the experiment. Refocusing image by moving stage 
vertically is implied in most cases. Recommendations on when to restart LabSpec are made with 
the entirety of this procedure in mind, so as to minimize the impact of the restart. Code execution 
is done entirely within DataAcquisition.vbs, which must be loaded into the scripting 
window of LabSpec. Records of location, laser power, white light power, and other details of 
system configuration should be recorded within Home\Data\Acquisition 
Information.xlsx .  The user should only need to edit the code in the script window for the 
variables pi (initial position, um), pf (final position, um), Spacing (spacing between 
measurements, um), Timing (duration of each measurement, sec, see comments) and Accum 
(how many times to average over). If the stage is desired to remain fixed (just one position), you 
can enter Pos = 0 after the other definition of Pos which will overwrite it. Ensure you update 
the DataDirectory to match where you want the data saved. 
1) Make or find a feature on the sample which can be found repeatedly. Use this as the 
coordinate system. Place this feature close to the center of the sample holder 
2) Install the sample holder onto the stage. Place the foam shade around the sample and 
objective. Using the lateral stage movement, the video camera, and by rotating the sample 
holder, get the desired feature to 0,0 on the video camera, and in a repeatable orientation. 
Save an image for reference. Zero the stage position. 
3) Find locations of interest to study, mark down their corresponding stage coordinates. 
Move to one such location. 
4) Turn on laser and position sample location inside main spot. Save coordinates of this final 
position, and images of white light and laser video images of this location (for good 
measure) 
5) Measure 0th order images using white light and laser light (separately). This makes use of 
the line of code starting with MeasureCCDSingle. The line which starts with 
MeasureCCDSequence should be commented out. Store resulting data in appropriate 
folders (such as 0L and 0W). Use 2000𝜇m slit width. 
6) Move stage back to 0,0; restart LabSpec; move stage back to where you’re working (from 
the coordinates you recorded) 
7) Measure 1st order laser image. This makes use of the line of code starting with 
MeasureCCDSequence. The line which starts with MeasureCCDSingle should be 
commented out. Use slit width of 100𝜇m. 
8) Go to 0,0; restart LabSpec; Move onto next test location; repeat until you’re happy with 
all results from that sample 





F.  Processing the Data 
The following two folder/file locations will be used in Parts A, B, and C 
 
All mentions of the home directory are referred to as Home or HOME or Home. The specifics of 
this directory name are redacted from this report for the sake of cyber security. 
 Open Home\ 
As discussed, I will call this folder “Home” 
 
Inside Home\Data\, 
 Open Acquisition Information.xlsx 
I will just call this document “Excel” 
 
F.1. Primer on MATLAB 
I will give you some pieces of information which constitute the bare minimum of what you need 
to understand in order to execute my code, which is written in MATLAB. 
 Strings and text must be enclosed in single quotes. e.g. ‘abc 123’  
o If you would like to include an apostrophe inside the string, you need to use this 
special syntax:  Here’s an example  => ‘Here’’s an example’ 
 MATLAB code is case sensitive 
 The termination character is semicolon ; 
o Omit this if you want to see the result of this computation/assignment in the 
console 
 Comments are denoted with the percent sign % and will prevent the rest of the line of 
code from being executed 
F.2. Part A: Processing the Raw Data 
Summary: 
Update the parameters inside 
Home\Scripting\Matlab\Main_ProcessData.m to match the desired data 
processing task. Refer to Home\Data\Acquisition Information.xlsx for 
organizational questions and for intensity values. Run that script inside MATLAB. 
Do this for all desired data combinations. 
 
 Open the Home\Scripting\Matlab\Main_ProcessData.m file in MATLAB. 
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I recommend using sunfire1 for this, since there is some lengthy computation which deals with 
a good bit of data, and this is uses parfor to make execution more parallelized and speedy. 
sunfire1 has 12 cores that MATLAB automatically recognizes (yeah I’m sure we could get more 
of the 16 someodd cores (32 threads…) available) 
I will call this file opened in MATLAB “Process” 
Within Part A, all use of Process will only involve changing lines 8 through 14, i.e. the following 
parameters 
 subFolder 
 folder0L    and    make0L   <-- note these are on the same line in the code, 
 folder0W    and    make0W  <-- but are independent parameters 
 folder1L    and    make1L  <--  
 intensity 
The general procedure for Part A will involve getting information from Excel and updating the 
appropriate parameters in Process, and then executing the entire script in MATLAB. 
Within Excel, I have arranged the sets of data in folders and subfolders, all found within 
Home\Data\. These folders and subfolders will take the form of 
 XXXXXXX\ and 
 XXXXXXX\Y\ 
where XXXXXXX describes the sample and Y is a single capital letter which distinguishes between 
tests done on different parts of a given sample. 
 Inside Process, set the text for subFolder to this full subfolder name (XXXXXXX\Y\ for the 
particular sample and region combination you want to process) 
 
Inside these actual subfolders, there will be one to three folders containing raw CCD data. If you 
aren’t sure what they contain, see the description in the corresponding row in Excel. They will all 
be about either 0th order images excited by the laser or the white light lamp (0L or 0W, 
respectively) or 1st order laser excited image (1L). These folder names may have slight variants 
which I have used to indicate differences in parameters, but when I wanted to keep multiple of 
each type of measurement. 
In some cases not all of these types of measurements were needed, and in those cases I just did 
not measure them. For these scenarios, where you see the corresponding folders are missing or 
are unmentioned within Excel, then 
 Inside Process, set the corresponding make0L, make0W, make1L value to true if such 
data is available, and false if it is not 
If the value for make0L, make0W, or make1L are true, then their corresponding folder name 
(folder0L, folder0W, folder1L) must be set to the folder name of the corresponding data 
you’d like to process together. In most cases, this will just be ‘0L\’ ‘0W\’ and ‘1L\’ but this 
can be different if different combinations of parameters were used.  
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Inside Process, set the folder0L, folder0W, folder1L to the strings which represent the exact 
combination of data you’d like to process 
Most likely these nonstandard folder names will only affect the 1L entries. 
 
Within Excel, in the Laser column for the 1L measurement find the intensity value 
 In Process, set intensity to this intensity value found as described in Excel 
The zeroth order images will be normalized automatically because they are just images, but the 
first order laser images will maintain their actual magnitude in the data. For the purpose of 
(relative) intensity correction, only the 1L intensity value is used. 
 
With these values assigned as described, 
 Run Process within MATLAB 
MATLAB (at least the specific one running Process) will be occupied until this processing 
completes. This completion will be stated in MATLAB’s console as having saved the primary data. 
Process will place the processed data in the Home\Results\ folder, under the same subfolder 
name, inside a folder with the date and time as the name. For example, this folder location will 
take the form Home\Results\XXXXXXX\Y\YYYY-MM-DD hh-mm-ss\ where YYYY, MM, DD, 
hh, mm, and ss are the year, month, day, hour (24hr), minute, and second that the data was 
processed, respectively. This saving scheme uses time so that different sets of data are 
automatically separated without the user needing to specify a save name every time. The 
downside is that the user must copy this name into other MATLAB scripts to do further graphic 
and analysis. Separate folders are created so that when separate combinations of data are 
processed, their outputs are kept distinct. 
Within that folder, the three sets of data will always be saved with the names 0L.mat, 0W.mat, 
and 1L.mat. 
Information regarding which folders the data came from will be stored inside data source.txt 
within the same folder. 
 
F.3. Part B: Generating the Visual Results 
Summary: 
Update the parameters inside 
Home\Scripting\Matlab\Main_PresentData.m to match the desired data 
processing task. Refer to Home\Data\Acquisition Information.xlsx for 
organizational questions and for intensity values. Run that script inside MATLAB. 
Do this for all desired data combinations. Start with a large wavelength window, 





 Open the Home\Scripting\Matlab\Main_PresentData.m file in MATLAB. 
You can use a personal computer for this; the required computations are a bit lighter. The benefit 
to using a computer different from the one operating Part A’s tasks is additional parallelization—
you can process one set of data and be graphing the data of another at the same time. 
I will call this file opened in MATLAB “Present” 









The general procedure for Part B will involve getting information from Excel and updating the 
appropriate parameters in Present, and then executing the entire script in MATLAB. 
 Set subFolder to the same full subfolder name as used in Part A (of the form 
XXXXXXX\Y\ )  
More specifically, this tells the script where to find the data inside the Home\Results\ folder. 
 Set subSubFolder to the folder ( YYYY-MM-DD hh-mm-ss\ ) inside which contains the 
combination of data for which you would like to generate graphics 
If there is only one combination which you generated in Part A, then there will only be one such 
folder to choose from. If there are more than one of these date folders, you will need to run Part 
B once for each of those folders. Even if there is only one folder, you still need to do this step. 
The graphics generated will be within this folder, right next to the processed data. 
 In Present, set the values to make0L, make0L, make1L to true if the corresponding data 
sets (0L.mat, 0W.mat, 1L.mat) are available within subSubFolder and you would like 
to generate visuals from them. Set them to false if you would like to omit any parts of 
the data, or if such data was not generated. 
These values should be identical to the corresponding values chosen in Part A, and should also 
match exactly whether the processed data has been generated/exists, but this direct equivalence 
may be broken if the user wants to do something differently. 
 Set waveStartValue to –inf and waveEndValue to +inf 
This step and the next one can be skipped if you know what wavelength you want to look at. This 
uninformed approach just allows you to visualize all of the data before restricting your perspective 
to a smaller wavelength interval. 
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 Run Present in MATLAB 
 Review the images that appear, particularly ones which contain spectral information. 
Determine what wavelength interval contains all the meaningful information for the 
sample 
After the initial image creation, this data can be viewed in the subSubFolder location, in 
animation format (.gif and .avi are created) or in frame-wise image format (.png). Of 
particular interest for the spectral information are LS (laser excited and spectral) or the LWS (laser 
excited, white light excited, and spectral) sets of files. 
After reviewing the available information, decide upon a wavelength interval that works best for 
the data present. 
 In Present, update the values for waveStartValue and waveEndValue to their 
corresponding bounds in nm 
 Run Present in MATLAB again with the finalized wavelength parameters 
Rerunning this script will overwrite previously generated visuals within this subSubFolder.  
Different combinations of data will be created (L, W, LW, LS, LWS), which will be dependent on 
what types of data are available. The different animations and frames will all be saved in that 
same location. 
 
F.4. Part C: Extracting Localized Emission Spectra 
This section assumes the user has looked at the freshly generated images and animations of the 
data, and had decided on one or more combinations of: 
1) Which frame the desired location is within the slit region 
2) What y value (in 𝜇m) the desired location is placed at, in the coordinate frame shown in 
the images 
Optionally, the user may also want to specify the: 
3) Wavelength window of the spectrum 
4) Intensity window of the spectrum 
5) Intensity shift and scaling values (for comparing differently scaled sets of data) 
6) Whether to plot graph on new figure or add it to an existing one (if present) 
To execute these graphing procedures, 
 Open Home\Scripting\Matlab\Main_Spectra.m in MATLAB 
I will refer to this file in MATLAB as “Spectra” 
From the folder containing the processed results and visuals for the specific data set for which the 
user would like to extract spectra,  
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 Drag the 1L.mat file onto the MATLAB console, or equivalently use the load() 
command with the full file path for this .mat file 
The assignment of the variables present in the parameters section of Spectra should be sufficiently 
self-evident. The different optional features can be turned on/off by setting true/false for the 
corresponding variables. The y value does not to be exactly one of the available data points; the 
nearest one is selected.  
 Run the script 
 Tune settings to your liking, then Run the script again 
Make sure to save the figures when you are pleased with them. This script leaves tuning most of 
the plot’s graphical details to the user. 
 
This process may be repeated ad nauseum: dragging in new data and rerunning the script.  
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G.  Attempt at Pixel Intensity Correction 
I made an attempt at correcting the pixel intensity by using different parts of the CCD to take 
essentially the same measurement, so that I could compare those sets of measurements and deduce 
a true (max) intensity value for that location. I used a white light source so that I had as much 
nonzero, broad spectral information available. The correction terms is built using Eff_main.m 
in MATLAB, and is included for completeness in the later section.  
This scheme builds a correction factor for each pixel at each wavelength measured (thus a 3D set 
of coefficients), and I made a point to omit outliers (would make results way too small or way too 
large) and linearly interpolate to get the value of neighboring points.  
This scheme did not work, and created worse results than leaving it alone. I suspect that intensity 
needs to be taken into account for this issue (i.e. 4D data), or more likely, used a more nuanced 
and theoretical approach, instead of just brute forcing it. Talking to Horiba about how they deal 





H.  Miscellaneous Information 
This section discusses some miscellaneous details that are still worth mentioning. 
The image contrast on the optical video camera when illuminating the sample with the white light 
was bizarrely low contrast. I determined it was the white light reflecting too much off the inside 
of the beam housing, and was scattering everywhere within. To solve this issue, I removed the 
caps so the white light could escape to the inside of the MicOS box, and I used black reflective 
tape to reflect the extraneous white light away from the main optical path. This worked well to 
improve the image contrast. 
My code does not implement any sort of automated video camera functionality, because it is 
bizarrely slow to initiate, whereas manually starting the camera is almost immediate. The 
automation of this procedure is not terribly useful, regardless. 
When transitioning from the focused laser on the optical video feed to focusing the laser on the 
CCD, the stage needs to be moved approximately +2 (for the 50x) on the z stage control dial. 
More tuning will be required, but this is a good estimate.  
A CCD works by building up charge on a ‘pixel’ region after being hit with photons, and then 
afterwards the charge is offloaded and measured. This is then related to the intensity of incident 
light. Because this offloading needs to be pixel-resolved, this can take a long time, ~15s to extract 
the information from one full CCD image. To speed this up, use Y binning set to a higher value, 
like 5 to 20. This will lose some Y pixel resolution, but will improve refresh rate. Also if the 
region of interest is in a small Y band on the CCD, change the Y start and end values so they are 
restricted to your measurement. This means the extra pixels won’t be measured and will therefore 
save time. Binning and windowing in the X direction does not have an effect on timing.  
The CCD has an upper bound for the intensity it can measure from any one pixel, so ensure you 
do not exceed it. Tune your applied intensity so you make a sufficiently observable image without 
making it too strong. Increasing the accumulation time can also increase the amount of intensity 
seen on the CCD. Higher duration can collect light from weaker sources, but also add time to the 
duration of the test. 
Regarding the vertical slit height controls: The sliding bar has three settings, all the way in is 
entirely closed; the intermediate click provides hard vertical restrictions on the size of the slit, 
around 3000 or 4000 um tall; pulling it all the way out allows for no hard restriction on the vertical 
slit size, and the image is then just restricted to where there is light. 
Use the 10x objective before using the 50x objective if you are having difficulty focusing it at 
higher resolution. Once you are experienced, you will not need to switch out. When focusing 
(especially useful for 50x) on a sample with the laser excitation source, wiggle the fiber optic 
cable the laser enters from. This will make the speckle pattern on the sample average out to your 
eye, and make small features more noticeable. A similar result can be achieved with slowly 
moving the sample. This makes use of the eye’s ease of perceiving motion. 
A bit of improvement is needed for the skewness correction (it may not be constant). Maybe use 
vertical slit constraint to create hard lines to trace out. Use those to derive skew correction. 
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The horizontal movement of the stage is not perfectly horizontal, and will shift the sample 
upwards and out of focus if you go far enough. This should be fine if you’re just iterating over 
<100um, but is significant when scanning over the sample to find different test locations 
To prevent vibrations, leave the tables alone. 
If you see very interesting slanted stripes in the spectra (ideally while the data is being taken for 





I.  VBS Code 
The VBS code I have written is designed to make use of the limited functionalities available by 
default, and extend them for greater automation and precision. 
Where to find documentation for LabSpec interface 
 Home\Scripting\VBinfo shortcut 
I.1. Code Description 
In this section I briefly explain what each file is for. 
 DataAcquisition.vbs 
This is the wrapper function which is designed to serve as user interface. The parameters 
which are most useful to change are presented and easily modifiable. This calls the 
necessary functions for the more complicated sequences of stage movements and 
acquisition procedures. 
 Dependencies.vbs 
This is the powerhouse of the code, and contains many functions which work together to 
produce the variety of results necessary for the task to be performed. Some of these 
functions are simple, and act as mini wrappers to hide some of the complication of the 
built-in LabSpec commands, and others make use of these simpler ones and perform more 
significant tasks such as acquiring, managing, and saving data.  
 Constants.vbs 
This is just a collection of all the constants that LabSpec scripting needs to run, which 




I.2. Full Matlab Code 
This section contains all of the MATLAB code, with only small details removed. Follow the 
instructions for repopulating them. 
I.2.1. Main_ProcessData.m 
%% Parameters 
%Ensure all data is kept in separate folders so their extraction is not 
%mixed 
%These need to end in \ 
dataFolder = 'HOME\Data\'; 
saveFolder = 'HOME\Results\'; 
 
subFolder = 'XXXXXXX\Y\'; 
 
folder0L = '0L\';       make0L = true; %Where to find, and whether to process the data 
folder0W = '0W\';       make0W = true; %^ 
folder1L = '1L\';       make1L = true; %^ 
 
intensity = 192; %The intensity of the laser for the 1L data set 
 
startVertPixel = 1; %The first vertical pixel used on the CCD for all the data collection 
umPerPixel = 0.83; %The spatial resolution of the CCD pixels 
fullImageWindow = [826,984];%Horizontal window of the 0th order images. Windowing done before image extraction 
(and therefore before horizontal flip) 
 
%Some additional parameters for controlling what processing goes on 
stretchAndSmoothCorrect = true; %Ensure this matches how the correction dataset was created 
intensityCorrect        = true; %Scale to make the intensity consistent 
pixelCorrect            = false; %Uses the correction data file 
timeCorrect             = true; %Scale the results down by the duration of each test 
 
%If using pixelCorrect, specify where to find the correction information 
correctionSave = 'HOME\Data\Eff\Results\Correction 2018-04-12 11-48-39 03.00s.mat'; 
%When rescaling the 0th order image intensities, use a percentile slightly less than 100 to remove just the 
spikes when finding max 
imageNormalizationPercentile = 99.0; 
%Scale that max by this so most pixels aren't capped at full intensity. 
imageNormalizationWindowIncrease = 1.1; 
%The number of data points (spectrally) to extract from the data 
spectrumHighDetail = 2000; 
 
fprintf('Parameter definition complete\n'); 
%% Import correction function and do setup 
if ~make0L && ~make0W && ~make1L 
    error('You didn''t the processor to do anything!') 
end 
if make1L 
    if pixelCorrect 
        CorrectionFull = load(correctionSave,'Correction','XPixels','YPixels','LeftBounds'); 
        Correction = CorrectionFull.Correction; 
        XPixels = CorrectionFull.XPixels; 
        YPixels = CorrectionFull.YPixels; 
        LeftBounds = CorrectionFull.LeftBounds; 
        [Y_,X_,LB_] = ndgrid(YPixels,XPixels,LeftBounds); 
        interp_ = griddedInterpolant(Y_,X_,LB_,Correction); 
    end 
    if intensityCorrect 
        IntensityCorrectionFactor = scaleIntensity(intensity); 
    else 
        IntensityCorrectionFactor = 1; 
    end 
    clear LeftBounds XPixels YPixels CorrectionFull Correction Y_ X_ LB_ 
end 
fullImageWindow = sort(fullImageWindow); 
 
fprintf('Setup complete\n'); 
%% Read data 
if make0L 
    zerothLaserFolder = cat(2,dataFolder,subFolder,folder0L); 
    fileList = dir(zerothLaserFolder); 
    fileNum = numel(fileList); 
    indices = []; 
    for fiIndex = 1:fileNum 
        name = fileList(fiIndex).name; 
        if numel(name) >= 4 && strcmp(name((end-3):end),'.txt') 
            indices = cat(1,indices,fiIndex); 
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        end 
    end 
    DataLaser = readCCDData(zerothLaserFolder,fileList(indices),false); 
end;clear zerothLaserFolder fileList fileNum fiIndex name indices 
 
if make0W 
    zerothWhiteFolder = cat(2,dataFolder,subFolder,folder0W); 
    fileList = dir(zerothWhiteFolder); 
    fileNum = numel(fileList); 
    indices = []; 
    for fiIndex = 1:fileNum 
        name = fileList(fiIndex).name; 
        if numel(name) >= 4 && strcmp(name((end-3):end),'.txt') 
            indices = cat(1,indices,fiIndex); 
        end 
    end 
    DataWhite = readCCDData(zerothWhiteFolder,fileList(indices),false); 
end;clear zerothWhiteFolder fileList fileNum fiIndex name indices 
 
if make1L 
    spectrumFolder = cat(2,dataFolder,subFolder,folder1L); 
    fileList = dir(spectrumFolder); 
    fileNum = numel(fileList); 
    indices = []; 
    for fiIndex = 1:fileNum 
        name = fileList(fiIndex).name; 
        if numel(name) >= 4 && strcmp(name((end-3):end),'.txt') 
            indices = cat(1,indices,fiIndex); 
        end 
    end 
    DataSpectrum = readCCDData(spectrumFolder,fileList(indices),stretchAndSmoothCorrect); 
end; clear spectrumFolder fileList fileNum fiIndex name indices 
 
fprintf('Data extraction complete\n'); 
%% Correct and combine data 
%Trim zeroth order images and shift\normalize them. 
if make0L 
    Dnum = numel(DataLaser); 
    keep = DataLaser(1).pixX >= fullImageWindow(1) & DataLaser(1).pixX <= fullImageWindow(2); 
    bounds = [inf,-inf]; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        DataLaser(i).waveAll = DataLaser(i).waveAll(keep); 
        DataLaser(i).pixX = DataLaser(i).pixX(keep); 
        DataLaser(i).data = DataLaser(i).data(:,keep); 
        bounds_ = prctile(DataLaser(i).data(:),[0,imageNormalizationPercentile]); 
        bounds(1) = min(bounds(1),bounds_(1)); 
        bounds(2) = max(bounds(2),bounds_(2)); 
    end 
    %Apply normalization 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        DataLaser(i).data = min((DataLaser(i).data - bounds(1))/(bounds(2)-bounds(1)),1); 
    end 
    %Regroup by position and combine data to one object 
    xPosRel = []; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        xPosRel = cat(1,xPosRel,DataLaser(i).pos); 
    end 
    xPosRel = sort(unique(xPosRel)); 
    xNum = size(xPosRel,1); 
    xGroups = nan(xNum,1); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        for i = 1:Dnum 
            if DataLaser(i).pos == xPosRel(xIndex); 
                xGroups(xIndex) = i; %There should be only one at each position 
                break; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    xIndicesL = (1:(fullImageWindow(2)-fullImageWindow(1)+1))'; 
    yIndicesL = DataLaser(1).pixY; 
    xPosStandard = (xIndicesL - mean(xIndicesL))*umPerPixel; 
    yPosStandard = (yIndicesL - mean(yIndicesL))*umPerPixel; 
    xPosL = nan(numel(xIndicesL),xNum); 
    yPosL = nan(numel(yIndicesL),xNum); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        xPosL(:,xIndex) = xPosStandard - xPosRel(xIndex); %Subtract so the origin is physically fixed 
        yPosL(:,xIndex) = yPosStandard; 
    end 
    FullDataL = nan(numel(yIndicesL),numel(xIndicesL),xNum); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        FullDataL(:,:,xIndex) = DataLaser(xGroups(xIndex)).data; 
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    end 
    FullDataL = flip(FullDataL,1); %Flip along y direction so it agrees with everything else (y position and 
indices can stay the same) 
    clear Dnum keep i bounds bounds_ xPosRel xNum xGroups xIndex ... 




    Dnum = numel(DataWhite); 
    keep = DataWhite(1).pixX >= fullImageWindow(1) & DataWhite(1).pixX <= fullImageWindow(2); 
    bounds = [inf,-inf]; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        DataWhite(i).waveAll = DataWhite(i).waveAll(keep); 
        DataWhite(i).pixX = DataWhite(i).pixX(keep); 
        DataWhite(i).data = DataWhite(i).data(:,keep); 
        bounds_ = prctile(DataWhite(i).data(:),[0,imageNormalizationPercentile]); 
        bounds(1) = min(bounds(1),bounds_(1)); 
        bounds(2) = max(bounds(2),bounds_(2)); 
    end 
    %Apply normalization 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        DataWhite(i).data = min((DataWhite(i).data - bounds(1))/(bounds(2)-
bounds(1))/imageNormalizationWindowIncrease,1); 
    end 
    %Regroup by position and combine data to one object 
    xPosRel = []; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        xPosRel = cat(1,xPosRel,DataWhite(i).pos); 
    end 
    xPosRel = sort(unique(xPosRel)); 
    xNum = size(xPosRel,1); 
    xGroups = nan(xNum,1); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        for i = 1:Dnum 
            if DataWhite(i).pos == xPosRel(xIndex); 
                xGroups(xIndex) = i; %There should be only one at each position 
                break; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    xIndicesW = (1:(fullImageWindow(2)-fullImageWindow(1)+1))'; 
    yIndicesW = DataWhite(1).pixY; 
    xPosStandard = (xIndicesW - mean(xIndicesW))*umPerPixel; 
    yPosStandard = (yIndicesW - mean(yIndicesW))*umPerPixel; 
    xPosW = nan(numel(xIndicesW),xNum); 
    yPosW = nan(numel(yIndicesW),xNum); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        xPosW(:,xIndex) = xPosStandard - xPosRel(xIndex);%Subtract so the origin is physically fixed 
        yPosW(:,xIndex) = yPosStandard; 
    end 
    FullDataW = nan(numel(yIndicesW),numel(xIndicesW),xNum); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        FullDataW(:,:,xIndex) = DataWhite(xGroups(xIndex)).data; 
    end 
    FullDataW = flip(FullDataW,1); %Flip along y direction so it agrees with everything else (y position and 
indices can stay the same) 
    clear Dnum keep i bounds bounds_ xPosRel xNum xGroups xIndex ... 




    %Correct spectra 
    Dnum = numel(DataSpectrum); 
    min_ = inf; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        min_ = min(min(min(DataSpectrum(i).data)),min_); 
    end 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        if ~timeCorrect && DataSpectrum(i).duration == 0 
            timeCorrectionFactor = 1; 
        else 
            timeCorrectionFactor = 1/DataSpectrum(i).duration; 
        end 
        DataSpectrum(i).data = (DataSpectrum(i).data - min_)... 
            * timeCorrectionFactor * IntensityCorrectionFactor; 
    end 
    if pixelCorrect 
        for i = 1:Dnum 
            [Y,X,LB] = ndgrid(DataSpectrum(i).pixY+startVertPixel-
1,DataSpectrum(i).pixX,DataSpectrum(i).waveMin); 
            DataSpectrum(i).data = DataSpectrum(i).data .* ... 
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                reshape(interp_(Y(:),X(:),LB(:)),size(DataSpectrum(i).data)); 
        end 
    end 
     
    %Combine data 
    xPosS = []; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        xPosS = cat(1,xPosS,DataSpectrum(i).pos); 
    end 
    xPosS = sort(unique(xPosS)); 
    xNum = size(xPosS,1); 
    xGroups = cell(xNum,1); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        xGroup = []; 
        for i = 1:Dnum 
            if DataSpectrum(i).pos == xPosS(xIndex); 
                xGroup = cat(1,xGroup,i); 
            end 
        end 
        xGroups{xIndex} = xGroup; 
    end 
    waveMin = -inf; %Reversed starting point intentional, see notes below 
    waveMax = inf; 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        tempMin = inf; 
        tempMax = -inf; 
        for j = xGroups{xIndex}' 
            tempMin = min(tempMin,DataSpectrum(j).waveMin); 
            tempMax = max(tempMax,DataSpectrum(j).waveMax); 
        end 
        waveMin = max(waveMin,tempMin);%The order of max and min function calls here are intentional. 
        waveMax = min(waveMax,tempMax);%I want the lowest upper bound and the highest lower bound 
    end 
    window = [waveMin,waveMax]; 
     
    xIndicesS = (1:xNum)'; 
    yIndicesS = DataSpectrum(1).pixY; 
    yPosS = ( yIndicesS - mean(yIndicesS) ) * umPerPixel; 
    FullDataS = nan(numel(yIndicesS),spectrumHighDetail,xNum); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        [Wavelength,CleanedData] = spliceData(DataSpectrum(xGroups{xIndex}),'mean',spectrumHighDetail,window); 
        FullDataS(:,:,xIndex) = patchHoles(CleanedData); 
    end 
    for i = yIndicesS' 
        for xIndex = 1:xNum 
            FullDataS(i,:,xIndex) = smooth(FullDataS(i,:,xIndex),ceil(spectrumHighDetail/60)); 
        end 
    end 
    FullDataS = flip(FullDataS,1); %Flip along y direction so it agrees with everything else (y position and 
indices can stay the same) 
    clear Dnum min_ i timeCorrectionFactor Y X LB xNum xGroups xGroup xIndex... 
        waveMin waveMax tempMin tempMax j window CleanedData 
end 
 
fprintf('Data collection and combination complete\n'); 
 
%% Save initial data 
currDateTime = datestr(now(),'yyyy-mm-dd HH-MM-SS'); 
saveFolderFull = cat(2,saveFolder,subFolder,sprintf('%s\\',currDateTime)); 
[~,~,~] = mkdir(saveFolder,cat(2,subFolder,sprintf('%s\\',currDateTime))); %Disregard errors if folder already 
present 
record = ''; 
if make0L 
    save(cat(2,saveFolderFull,'0L.mat'),'FullDataL',... 
        'xIndicesL','yIndicesL','xPosL','yPosL'); 
    record = cat(2,record,sprintf('0L: %s\n',folder0L)); 
end 
if make0W 
    save(cat(2,saveFolderFull,'0W.mat'),'FullDataW',... 
        'xIndicesW','yIndicesW','xPosW','yPosW'); 
    record = cat(2,record,sprintf('0W: %s\n',folder0W)); 
end 
if make1L 
    save(cat(2,saveFolderFull,'1L.mat'),'FullDataS',... 
        'xIndicesS','yIndicesS','xPosS','yPosS','Wavelength'); 
    record = cat(2,record,sprintf('1L: %s\n',folder1L)); 
end 
fileID = fopen(cat(2,saveFolderFull,'data source.txt'),'w'); 
fprintf(fileID,'This data was made from the folders:\n%s',record); 
fclose(fileID); 
clear saveFolderFull currDateTime saveFolderFull 
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%This function generates graphical results from the processed data 
%% Parameters 
%These need to end in \ 
folderToRead = 'HOME\Results\'; 
subFolder = 'XXXXXXX\Y\'; 
subSubFolder = 'YYYY-MM-DD hh-mm-ss\'; 
 
make0L = true; %Whether to process the data or not 
make0W = true; %^ 
make1L = true; %^ 
 
%The wavelength (nm) bounds to plot (use -inf and +inf to show all the data) 
waveStartValue = -inf; 
waveEndValue   = +inf; 
%The increment of markers on the spectrum (nm) 
waveTickInterval = 50; 
 
%The names of the processed data files 
file0L = '0L.mat'; 
file0W = '0W.mat'; 
file1L = '1L.mat'; 
 
%Which pixels to show 
yStartIndices  = 10; 
yEndIndices    = -20; %I treat negative numbers as indices ordered from the back 
xStartIndices  = 1; 
xEndIndices    = -1; %Same as above 
 
frameRate = 4; %fps 
slitImageWindow = [77,93,70,86];%(top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right) done after image extraction 




if ~make0L && ~make0W && ~make1L 




    Data0L = load(cat(2,folderToRead,subFolder,subSubFolder,file0L)); 
    if yStartIndices < 0 
        yStartIndices = size(Data0L.yIndicesL,1) + 1 + yStartIndices; %A lot of these assignments are going to 
be redundant, but may be necessary 
    end 
    if yEndIndices < 0 
        yEndIndices = size(Data0L.yIndicesL,1) + 1 + yEndIndices; 
    end 
    if xStartIndices < 0 
        xStartIndices = size(Data0L.xIndicesL,1) + 1 + xStartIndices; 
    end 
    if xEndIndices < 0 
        xEndIndices = size(Data0L.xIndicesL,1) + 1 + xEndIndices; 
    end 
    frames = size(Data0L.FullDataL,3); 
end 
if make0W 
    Data0W = load(cat(2,folderToRead,subFolder,subSubFolder,file0W)); 
    if yStartIndices < 0 
        yStartIndices = size(Data0W.yIndicesW,1) + 1 + yStartIndices; 
    end 
    if yEndIndices < 0 
        yEndIndices = size(Data0W.yIndicesW,1) + 1 + yEndIndices; 
    end 
    if xStartIndices < 0 
        xStartIndices = size(Data0W.xIndicesW,1) + 1 + xStartIndices; 
    end 
    if xEndIndices < 0 
        xEndIndices = size(Data0W.xIndicesW,1) + 1 + xEndIndices; 
    end 
    frames = size(Data0W.FullDataW,3); 
end 
if make1L 
    Data1L = load(cat(2,folderToRead,subFolder,subSubFolder,file1L)); 
    if yStartIndices < 0 
        yStartIndices = size(Data1L.yIndicesS,1) + 1 + yStartIndices; 
    end 
    if yEndIndices < 0 
        yEndIndices = size(Data1L.yIndicesS,1) + 1 + yEndIndices; 
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    end 
    if xStartIndices < 0 
        xStartIndices = size(Data1L.xIndicesS,1) + 1 + xStartIndices; 
    end 
    if xEndIndices < 0 
        xEndIndices = size(Data1L.xIndicesS,1) + 1 + xEndIndices; 
    end 
    waveKeepIndices = Data1L.Wavelength >= waveStartValue & Data1L.Wavelength <= waveEndValue; 
    frames = size(Data1L.FullDataS,3); 
end 
 
yKeepIndices = yStartIndices:yEndIndices; 
xKeepIndices = xStartIndices:xEndIndices; 
 
 
%% Handle all plotting 
saveFolder = cat(2,folderToRead,subFolder,subSubFolder); 
%               L       W       LW      LS      LWS 
p_DrawL      = [1,      0,      1,      1,      1]; 
p_DrawW      = [0,      1,      1,      0,      1]; 
p_DrawS      = [0,      0,      0,      1,      1]; 
p_DrawSlit   = [0,      0,      0,      1,      1]; 
p_DrawColors = [0,      0,      0,      1,      1]; 
p_Overwrite  = [0,      0,      0,      800,    800]; 
p_SaveName   = {'L',    'W',    'LW',   'LS',   'LWS'}; 
 
if make0L 
    FD_L = Data0L.FullDataL(yKeepIndices,xKeepIndices,:); 
    Y_L = Data0L.yPosL(yKeepIndices,:); 
    X_L = Data0L.xPosL(xKeepIndices,:); 
end 
if make0W 
    FD_W = Data0W.FullDataW(yKeepIndices,xKeepIndices,:); 
    Y_W = Data0W.yPosW(yKeepIndices,:); 
    X_W = Data0W.xPosW(xKeepIndices,:); 
end 
if make1L 
    FD_S = Data1L.FullDataS(yKeepIndices,waveKeepIndices,:); 
    Y_S = repmat(Data1L.yPosS(yKeepIndices),[1,frames]); 
    W_S = repmat(Data1L.Wavelength(waveKeepIndices),[1,frames]); 
     
    scale = max(max(max(FD_S))); 
    FD_S = FD_S / scale; 
    fileID = fopen(cat(2,saveFolder,'intensity.txt'),'w'); 
    fprintf(fileID,'Max intensity of emission in range tested (%.1f to %.1f nm; %.1f to %.1f um): %.5f\n',... 
        W_S(1),W_S(end),Y_S(1,1),Y_S(end,1),scale); 
    fclose(fileID); 
end 
 
for step = 1:5 
    close all; 
    drawL = make0L && p_DrawL(step); 
    drawW = make0W && p_DrawW(step); 
    drawS = make1L && p_DrawS(step); 
    if drawL || drawW || drawS %At least one plot needs to be made 
        [~,~,~] = mkdir(saveFolder,sprintf('%s frames\\',p_SaveName{step})); 
        dx = 62; 
        dy = 50; 
        height = 620; 
        figure('Position',[50,200,2000,height]) 
        lastGraph = 0; 
        set(gcf,'Color',[0,0,0]); 
        for fr = 1:frames 
            %clf; 
            if drawL 
                if fr == 1 
                    ax1 = axes('Units','Pixels'); 
                    hold on; 
                    ax1.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,500,height-2*dy]; 
                    daspect([1,1,1]); 
                    im1 = DrawImageFrame(Y_L,X_L,FD_L,fr); 
                    realSize = ax1.PlotBoxAspectRatio; 
                    ax1.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,(height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2),height-2*dy]; 
                    
annotation('TextBox','Color',[1,1,1],'FontSize',20,'Units','pixels','EdgeColor','none','Position',[lastGraph+1
0,10,100,50],'String','\mum'); 
                    lastGraph = lastGraph + dx + (height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2); 
                    title('0^{th} Order Laser Image','Color',[1,1,1]); 
                    if p_DrawSlit(step) 
                        SlitA = DrawSlit(slitImageWindow,Data0L.xPosL(:,fr),Data0L.yPosL(:,fr)); 
                    end 
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                else 
                    delete(im1); 
                    axes(ax1); 
                    hold on; 
                    im1 = DrawImageFrame(Y_L,X_L,FD_L,fr); 
                    if p_DrawSlit(step) 
                        delete(SlitA); 
                        SlitA = DrawSlit(slitImageWindow,Data0L.xPosL(:,fr),Data0L.yPosL(:,fr)); 
                    end 
                end 
                 
 
            end 
            if drawW 
                if fr == 1 
                    ax2 = axes('Units','Pixels'); 
                    hold on; 
                    ax2.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,500,height-2*dy]; 
                    daspect([1,1,1]); 
                    im2 = DrawImageFrame(Y_W,X_W,FD_W,fr); 
                    realSize = ax2.PlotBoxAspectRatio; 
                    ax2.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,(height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2),height-2*dy]; 
                    
annotation('TextBox','Color',[1,1,1],'FontSize',20,'Units','pixels','EdgeColor','none','Position',[lastGraph+1
0,10,100,50],'String','\mum'); 
                    lastGraph = lastGraph + dx + (height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2); 
                    title('0^{th} Order White Light Image','Color',[1,1,1]); 
                    if p_DrawSlit(step) 
                        SlitB = DrawSlit(slitImageWindow,Data0W.xPosW(:,fr),Data0W.yPosW(:,fr)); 
                    end 
                else 
                    delete(im2); 
                    axes(ax2); 
                    hold on; 
                    im2 = DrawImageFrame(Y_W,X_W,FD_W,fr); 
                    if p_DrawSlit(step) 
                        delete(SlitB); 
                        SlitB = DrawSlit(slitImageWindow,Data0W.xPosW(:,fr),Data0W.yPosW(:,fr)); 
                    end 
                end 
                 
            end 
            if drawS 
                if fr == 1 
                    ax3 = axes('Units','Pixels'); 
                    if p_Overwrite(step) > 0 
                        width = p_Overwrite(step); 
                    else 
                        width = 800; 
                    end 
                    ax3.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,width,height-2*dy]; 
                    if p_Overwrite(step)==0;daspect([1,1,1]);end 
                    im3 = DrawImageFrame(Y_S,W_S,FD_S,fr,waveTickInterval,true); 
                    realSize = ax3.PlotBoxAspectRatio; 
                    if p_Overwrite(step) == 0 
                        ax3.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,(height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2),height-2*dy]; 
                    end 
                    
annotation('TextBox','Color',[1,1,1],'FontSize',20,'Units','pixels','EdgeColor','none','Position',[lastGraph+8
,30,100,50],'String','\mum'); 
                    
annotation('TextBox','Color',[1,1,1],'FontSize',20,'Units','pixels','EdgeColor','none','Position',[lastGraph+5
5,3,100,50],'String','nm'); 
                    lastGraph = lastGraph + dx + (height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2); 
                    title('Photoluminescence Spectra','Color',[1,1,1]); 
                else 
                    delete(im3); 
                    axes(ax3); 
                    im3 = DrawImageFrame(Y_S,W_S,FD_S,fr,waveTickInterval,true); 
                end 
                 
            end 
            if fr == 1 
                set(gcf,'Position',[50,200,lastGraph+dx,height]) 
            end 
            drawnow; 
            f = getframe(gcf); 
            if fr == 1 
                [~,map] = rgb2ind(f.cdata,256,'nodither'); 
                clear imA imB 
            end 
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            imwrite(f.cdata,sprintf('%s%s frames\\f%02u.png',saveFolder,p_SaveName{step},fr)); 
            imA(:,:,1,fr) = rgb2ind(f.cdata,map,'nodither'); 
            imB(:,:,:,fr) = f.cdata; 
        end 
        
imwrite(imA,map,sprintf('%s%s.gif',saveFolder,p_SaveName{step}),'DelayTime',1/frameRate,'LoopCount',60000); 
        Vid = VideoWriter(sprintf('%s%s.avi',saveFolder,p_SaveName{step})); 
        Vid.FrameRate = frameRate; 
        open(Vid); 
        for fr = 1:frames 
            writeVideo(Vid,imB(:,:,:,fr)); 
        end 
        close(Vid); 










%Wavelengths windowing controls 
waveLimit = true; 
waveStartValue = 550; 
waveEndValue = 750; 
 
%Whether to clear all other plots or not 
overwrite = false; 
 
%Data extraction info 
frame = 15; %Which frame of the animation the region falls within the slit 
yValueGoal = 7; %microns 
 
%Scaling and shifting of data in plot 
shiftScale = false; 
offsetInternal = 1.75e-3; 
scaleFactor = 1; 
offsetExternal = 0; 
 
%Intensity windowing controls 
intensityLimit = false; 
intStartValue = 0; 
intEndValue = 1e-3; 
 
%% Code 
wave = Wavelength; 
yVals = yPosS; 
keepYVal_one = min(abs(yVals - yValueGoal)); 
keepYVal_all = abs(yVals - yValueGoal) == keepYVal_one; 
dataS = mean(FullDataS(keepYVal_all,:,frame),1); 
if overwrite 
    figure(); 
else 
    hold on; 
end 
if shiftScale 




    xlim([waveStartValue,waveEndValue]); 
end 
if intensityLimit 





function storage =  readCCDData(folder,fileNames,stretchAndSmooth) 
    tol = 2; 
    if nargin < 3 
        stretchAndSmooth = true; 
    end 
    num = numel(fileNames); 
    emptyStruct = struct('name',NaN,'width',NaN,'height',NaN,'waveMin',NaN,... 
        'waveMax',NaN,'waveAll',NaN,'pixX',NaN,'pixY',NaN,'data',NaN,'date',NaN,... 
        'pos',NaN,'iter',NaN,'duration',NaN); 
    storage(1:num,1) = emptyStruct; 
    parfor i = 1:num 
        name = fileNames(i).name; 
        filePath = cat(2,folder,'\',name); 
        allData = fliplr(dlmread(filePath,'\t')); %Flip everything left-right so wavelength was increasing 
        width = size(allData,2) - 1; 
        height = size(allData,1) - 2; 
        pixX = transpose(allData(1,1:(end-1))); 
        pixY = allData(3:end,end); 
        waveAll = transpose(allData(2,1:(end-1))); 
        waveMin = waveAll(1); 
        waveMax = waveAll(end); 
        data = allData(3:end,1:(end-1)); 
 
        dateStart = regexp(name,'\d\d\d\d-\d\d-\d\d \d\d-\d\d-\d\d'); 
        posStart = regexp(name,'[+-]\d\d\d\.\d\dum'); 
        iterStart = regexp(name,'#\d\d\d'); 
        durStart = regexp(name,'\d\d\.\d\d\ds'); 
 
        storage(i).name = name; 
        storage(i).width = width; 
        storage(i).height = height; 
        storage(i).waveMin = waveMin; 
        storage(i).waveMax = waveMax; 
        storage(i).waveAll = waveAll; 
        storage(i).pixX = pixX; 
        storage(i).pixY = pixY; 
        storage(i).data = data; 
        if numel(dateStart) > 0 
            storage(i).date = name(dateStart(1):(dateStart(1)+18)); 
        else 
            storage(i).date = fileNames(i).date; %Going to be a different format date, but its better than 
nothing 
        end 
        if numel(posStart) > 0 
            storage(i).pos = str2num(name(posStart(1):(posStart(1)+6))); 
        else 
            storage(i).pos = 0; 
        end 
        if numel(iterStart) > 0 
            storage(i).iter = str2num(name((iterStart(1)+1):(iterStart(1)+3))); 
        else 
            storage(i).iter = 0; 
        end 
        if numel(durStart) > 0 
            storage(i).duration = str2num(name(durStart(1):(durStart(1)+5))); 
        else 
            storage(i).duration = 0; 
        end 
         
        if stretchAndSmooth 
            [Y,X] = ndgrid(pixY,pixX); 
            [X_,Y_] = stretchImage(X,Y); 
            interp_ = scatteredInterpolant(Y_(:),X_(:),data(:)); 
            storage(i).data = removeSpike(reshape(interp_(Y(:),X(:)),[height,width])); 
            storage(i).data( Y < repmat(min(Y_+tol,[],1),height,1) | Y > repmat(max(Y_-tol,[],1),height,1)) = 
NaN; 
            storage(i).data( isnan(storage(i).data) ) = min(min(storage(i).data)); 
        end 






function [Wave,Data] = spliceData(dataSet,method,detail,window) 
    if nargin < 3 
        detail = 4000; 
    end 
    if nargin < 4 
        getWindow = true; 
    else 
        getWindow = false; 
        min_ = window(1); 
        max_ = window(2); 
    end 
     
    num = numel(dataSet); 
    h = dataSet(1).width; 
    v = dataSet(1).height; 
    if getWindow 
        min_ = inf; 
        max_ = -inf; 
        for i = 1:num 
            min_ = min(min_,dataSet(i).waveMin); 
            max_ = max(max_,dataSet(i).waveMax); 
        end 
    end 
    Wave = linspace(min_,max_,detail)'; 
     
    numWave = numel(Wave); 
    if strcmp(method,'max') 
        D0 = -inf(v,numWave); 
        combine = @(D0,D,n) max(D0,D); 
        alt = -inf; 
    elseif strcmp(method,'mean') 
        D0 = zeros(v,numWave); 
        combine = @(D0,D,n) (D0.*(n-1) + D)./n; 
        alt = 0; 
    end 
    count = zeros(v,numWave); 
     
    for i = 1:num 
        D = interp1(dataSet(i).waveAll',dataSet(i).data',Wave','linear',alt)'; 
        valid = D ~= alt; 
        count = count + valid; 
        D0(valid) = combine(D0(valid),D(valid),count(valid)); 
    end 






function correctionFactor = scaleIntensity(intensity) 
    LaserPower = [ 
        0   8.23 
        5   9.56 
        10  12.67 
        15  16.60 
        20  23.37 
        25  32.25 
        28  44.76 
        30  60.01 
        31  72.00 
        32  85.82 
        33  99.29 
        34  101.90 
        35  103.11 
        36  504.36 
        37  506.27 
        38  507.62 
        39  508.85 
        40  509.63 
        45  512.92 
        50  516.71 
        55  519.88 
        60  523.12 
        70  530.37 
        80  537.72 
        100 557.07 
        125 587.11 
        150 617.88 
        175 642.82 
        192 652.74 
    ]; 
    LaserPower = LaserPower - LaserPower(1); %Zero the data 
     
    correctionFactor = 1./interp1(LaserPower(:,1),LaserPower(:,2),intensity); 






function [Xp,Yp] = stretchImage(X,Y) 
    stretchFactors = [ 
        17.600823998262509 
        -0.019234040103517 
         0.918250423250933 
         0.000159618590071 
    ]; 
%   stretchFactors = [ %Uncomment if you want to disable stretching 
%       0 
%       0 
%       1 
%       0 
%   ]; 
     
    Xp = X; 
    Yp = zeros(size(Y)); 
     






function cleanData = removeSpike(data) 
    spanMedian = 30; 
    cleanData = nan(size(data)); 
    [n,m] = size(data); 
    delta = ceil(spanMedian/2); 
    for i = 1:n 
        for j = 1:m 
            check = max(1,j-delta) : min(j+delta,m); 
            cleanData(i,j) = median( data(i,check)); 
        end 
        cleanData(i,:) = smooth(cleanData(i,:)); 






function repairedData = patchHoles(data) 
    R = 1; 
     
    repairedData = data; 
    repair = isnan(data); 
    [sX,sY,sZ] = size(data); 
    X_ = 1:sX; 
    Y_ = 1:sY; 
    Z_ = 1:sZ; 
    [X,Y,Z] = ndgrid(X_,Y_,Z_); 
     
    indices = 1:numel(repair); 
    indices = indices(repair(:)); 
    closePoints = false(size(data)); 
    for i = indices 
        x = X(i); 
        y = Y(i); 
        z = Z(i); 
        keepX = max(1,x-R):min(x+R,sX); 
        keepY = max(1,y-R):min(y+R,sY); 
        keepZ = max(1,z-R):min(z+R,sZ); 
        closePoints(keepX,keepY,keepZ) = true; 
    end 
     
    trusted = ~repair & closePoints; 
     
    data = data(:); 
    repair = repair(:); 
    trusted = trusted(:); 
    X = X(:); 
    Y = Y(:); 
    Z = Z(:); 
     
    interp_ = scatteredInterpolant(X(trusted),Y(trusted),Z(trusted),data(trusted)); 
     








%This function extracts the efficiency measurement data and compacts it 
%into a single  
%% Parameters 
dataFolder = 'HOME\Data\Eff\'; 
saveFolder = 'HOME\Data\Eff\Results\'; 
 
Smooth_ = 401; %Must be odd. Chosen to be larger than the overlap between runs 
plotResults = true; 
 
T = 3.0; 
 
%% Extract data 
 
fileList = dir(dataFolder); 
fileNum = numel(fileList); 
indices = []; 
for fiIndex = 1:fileNum 
    name = fileList(fiIndex).name; 
    durStart = regexp(name,'\d\d\.\d\d\ds'); 
    if numel(durStart) > 0 && strcmp(name((end-3):end),'.txt') 
        if T == str2num(name(durStart(1):(durStart(1)+5))) 
            indices = cat(1,indices,fiIndex); 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
Data = readCCDData(dataFolder,fileList(indices)); 
clear dataFolder fileList fileNum indices name durStart fiIndex 
 
%% Data cleaning 
clear Xnum Ynum 
 
[WaveCombo,DataCombo] = spliceData(Data,'max'); 
for j = 1:size(DataCombo,1) 
    DataCombo(j,:) = smooth(DataCombo(j,:),Smooth_); 
end; clear Smooth_ j  
 
Dnum = size(Data,1); 
[Ynum,Xnum] = size(Data(1).data); 
 
%Find min 
min_ = inf; 
for i = 1:Dnum 




Correction = nan(Ynum,Xnum,Dnum); 
XPixels = (1:Xnum)'; 
YPixels = (1:Ynum)'; 
[W,Y] = meshgrid(WaveCombo,YPixels); 
 
 
LeftBounds = nan(Dnum,1); 
interp_ = scatteredInterpolant(Y(:),W(:),DataCombo(:)); 
clear DataCombo 
parfor i = 1:Dnum 
    LeftBounds(i) = Data(i).waveMin; 
    [w,y] = meshgrid(Data(i).waveAll,(1:Data(i).height)); 
    D_ = nan(Ynum,Xnum); 
    for j = YPixels' 
        D_(j,:) = smooth(Data(i).data(j,:),11); 
    end 
    Correction(:,:,i) = reshape((interp_(y(:),w(:)) - min_)./(D_(:) - min_),[Ynum,Xnum]); 
end; clear D_ w y interp_ i j W Y 
 
good = false; 
lb = 0.75; 
ub = 2.5; 
while ~good 
    omit = Correction <= lb | Correction >= ub; 
    Correction(omit) = NaN; 
    Correction = patchHoles(Correction); 
    omit = Correction <= lb | Correction >= ub; 
    good = sum(sum(sum(omit))) == 0; 
end 




%Find min, max of correction terms 
min_C = min(min(min(Correction))); 
max_C = max(max(max(Correction))); 
 
clear WaveCombo min_ 
%% Plot correction 
if plotResults 
    Xthinning = 20; 
    Ythinning = 4; 
    xkeep = mod(XPixels,Xthinning) == 0; 
    ykeep = mod(YPixels,Ythinning) == 0; 
    close all; 
    figure; 
    % hold on; 
    % for entry = 1:Dnum 
    %     [X,Y,LB] = meshgrid(XPixels(xkeep),YPixels(ykeep),LeftBounds(entry)); 
    %     Cor = Correction(ykeep,xkeep,entry); 
    %     Col = squeeze(permute(hsv2rgb([(Cor(:)-min_C)/(max_C-min_C),ones(numel(Cor),2)]),[1,3,2])); 
    %     scatter3(X(:),Y(:),LB(:),ones(numel(Cor),1),Col); 
    %     drawnow; 
    % end; clear X Y LB Col Cor entry 
    for entry = 1:Dnum 
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(XPixels(xkeep),YPixels(ykeep)); 
        Cor = Correction(ykeep,xkeep,entry); 
        Col = squeeze(permute(hsv2rgb([(Cor(:)-min_C)/(max_C-min_C),ones(numel(Cor),2)]),[1,3,2])); 
        scatter(X(:),Y(:),ones(numel(Cor),1),Col); 
        drawnow; 
    end; clear X Y LB Col Cor entry 
    clear Xthinning Ythinning xkeep ykeep min_C max_C Dnum 
 
    figure(); 
    hist(Correction(:),10000) 
end 
 
%% Save data 
currDateTime = datestr(now(),'yyyy-mm-dd HH-MM-SS'); 
save(sprintf('%sData %s %05.2fs.mat',saveFolder,currDateTime,T),'Data'); 
save(sprintf('%sCorrection %s 
%05.2fs.mat',saveFolder,currDateTime,T),'Correction','XPixels','YPixels','LeftBounds'); 







function imHandle = Draw_ImageFrame(y_,x_,data,index,tickDeltaX,drawSpectra) 
    tickDeltaY = 25; 
    if nargin < 5 
        tickDeltaX = 25; 
        drawSpectra = false; 
    end 
     
    y = y_(:,index); 
    x = x_(:,index); 
    %[Y,X] = ndgrid(y,x); 
    im = repmat(data(:,:,index),[1,1,3]);%makes grayscale image 
    xBounds = [x(1),x(end)]+[-1,1]/2*(x(2)-x(1)); 
    yBounds = [y(1),y(end)]+[-1,1]/2*(y(2)-y(1)); 
    imHandle = image(gca,... 
        'Xdata',xBounds,... 
        'Ydata',yBounds,... 
        'Cdata',im); 
    %daspect([1,1,1]); 
    axis([xBounds yBounds]) 
    xTicks = (ceil(xBounds(1)/tickDeltaX+0.2)*tickDeltaX):tickDeltaX:xBounds(2); 
    yTicks = (ceil(yBounds(1)/tickDeltaY+0.2)*tickDeltaY):tickDeltaY:yBounds(2); 
    xTickLabels = cell(1,numel(xTicks)); 
    yTickLabels = cell(1,numel(yTicks)); 
    if drawSpectra 
        formatStrX = '%.0f'; 
    else 
        formatStrX = '%+.0f'; 
    end 
    formatStrY = '%+.0f'; 
    for i = 1:numel(xTicks) 
        xTickLabels{i} = sprintf(formatStrX,xTicks(i)); 
    end; clear i 
    for i = 1:numel(yTicks) 
        yTickLabels{i} = sprintf(formatStrY,yTicks(i)); 
    end; clear i 
    set(gca,'XTick',xTicks); 
    set(gca,'YTick',yTicks); 
    set(gca,'XTickLabel',xTickLabels); 
    set(gca,'YTickLabel',yTickLabels); 
    set(gca,'TickDir','in'); 
    box(gca,'on'); 
     
    set(gca,'XColor',[1 1 1]); 
    set(gca,'YColor',[1 1 1]); 
    set(gca,'Color',[0,0,0]); 
 
    set(gca,'fontsize',20); 
    set(gca, 'Layer','top') 
    unitsX = xBounds(1) - 56/388*(xBounds(end) - xBounds(1)); 
    unitsY = yBounds(1) - 25/584*(yBounds(end) - yBounds(1)); 








function Lines = DrawSlit(slitImageWindow,xValsFull,yValsFull) 
    Ylim = ylim; 
    Ay = Ylim(2); 
    By = Ylim(2); 
    Cy = Ylim(1); 
    Dy = Ylim(1); 
     
    X11 = xValsFull(slitImageWindow(1)); 
    X12 = xValsFull(slitImageWindow(2)); 
    X21 = xValsFull(slitImageWindow(3)); 
    X22 = xValsFull(slitImageWindow(4)); 
     
    Y11 = yValsFull(1); 
    Y12 = yValsFull(1); 
    Y21 = yValsFull(end); 
    Y22 = yValsFull(end); 
     
    Ax = (X21-X11)/(Y21-Y11)*(Ay-Y11) + X11; 
    Bx = (X22-X12)/(Y22-Y12)*(By-Y12) + X12; 
    Cx = (X21-X11)/(Y21-Y11)*(Cy-Y11) + X11; 
    Dx = (X22-X12)/(Y22-Y12)*(Dy-Y12) + X12; 
     
    Lines = plot([Ax,Bx,Dx,Cx;Bx,Dx,Cx,Ax],[Ay,By,Dy,Cy;By,Dy,Cy,Ay],':','Color',[0.9,0,0],'LineWidth',3.5); 








J.  MATLAB Code 
The MATLAB code I have written is designed to handle the processing, display, and extraction of 
the spatially resolved photoluminescence data collected through the scripts in LabSpec.  
J.1. Code Description 
 Main_ProcessData.m 
This code processes the data from raw CCD text (csv) files, into condensed, slightly 
smoothed data for use in the other MATLAB scripts. The first section is designed for user 
modification. 
 Main_PresentData.m 
This code generates graphics from the processed data, so the user can see what data is 
present, and make decisions on what specific locations to extract spectra from. The first 
section is designed for user modification. 
 Main_Spectra.m 
This code extracts spectral information from desired locations and plots it for the user. 
The first section is designed for user modification. 
 readCCDData.m 
This code handles reading the text files, which are in a controlled format (which were 
generated in the LabSpec code).  
 spliceData.m 
This code is responsible for combining different wavelength measurements into one of a 
more complete spectrum (since the individual wavelength spectra for the 1200 lines/mm 
grating are ~40nm wide each). 
 scaleIntensity.m 
This code scales the intensity of the 1st order laser CCD data to account for the variation 
in laser input power. 
 stretchImage.m 
This code handles the minor stretching of the data to make it align across wavelength 
intervals and agree spatially with the location of emission sources.  
 removeSpike.m 
This code removes spikes using a median filtering method, and a bit of smoothing. 
 patchHoles.m 
This code handles replacing NaN values in data sets with linearly interpolated values from 




This is the code that was designed to generate the pixel correction dataset, but did not end 
up performing sufficiently. 
 DrawImageFrame.m 
This code draws parts of figures for the animation/image generation 
 DrawSlit.m 




J.2. Full Matlab Code 
This section contains all of the MATLAB code, with only small details removed. Follow the 
instructions for repopulating them. 
J.2.1. Main_ProcessData.m 
%% Parameters 
%Ensure all data is kept in separate folders so their extraction is not 
%mixed 
%These need to end in \ 
dataFolder = 'HOME\Data\'; 
saveFolder = 'HOME\Results\'; 
 
subFolder = 'XXXXXXX\Y\'; 
 
folder0L = '0L\';       make0L = true; %Where to find, and whether to process the data 
folder0W = '0W\';       make0W = true; %^ 
folder1L = '1L\';       make1L = true; %^ 
 
intensity = 192; %The intensity of the laser for the 1L data set 
 
startVertPixel = 1; %The first vertical pixel used on the CCD for all the data collection 
umPerPixel = 0.83; %The spatial resolution of the CCD pixels 
fullImageWindow = [826,984];%Horizontal window of the 0th order images. Windowing done before image extraction 
(and therefore before horizontal flip) 
 
%Some additional parameters for controlling what processing goes on 
stretchAndSmoothCorrect = true; %Ensure this matches how the correction dataset was created 
intensityCorrect        = true; %Scale to make the intensity consistent 
pixelCorrect            = false; %Uses the correction data file 
timeCorrect             = true; %Scale the results down by the duration of each test 
 
%If using pixelCorrect, specify where to find the correction information 
correctionSave = 'HOME\Data\Eff\Results\Correction 2018-04-12 11-48-39 03.00s.mat'; 
%When rescaling the 0th order image intensities, use a percentile slightly less than 100 to remove just the 
spikes when finding max 
imageNormalizationPercentile = 99.0; 
%Scale that max by this so most pixels aren't capped at full intensity. 
imageNormalizationWindowIncrease = 1.1; 
%The number of data points (spectrally) to extract from the data 
spectrumHighDetail = 2000; 
 
fprintf('Parameter definition complete\n'); 
%% Import correction function and do setup 
if ~make0L && ~make0W && ~make1L 
    error('You didn''t the processor to do anything!') 
end 
if make1L 
    if pixelCorrect 
        CorrectionFull = load(correctionSave,'Correction','XPixels','YPixels','LeftBounds'); 
        Correction = CorrectionFull.Correction; 
        XPixels = CorrectionFull.XPixels; 
        YPixels = CorrectionFull.YPixels; 
        LeftBounds = CorrectionFull.LeftBounds; 
        [Y_,X_,LB_] = ndgrid(YPixels,XPixels,LeftBounds); 
        interp_ = griddedInterpolant(Y_,X_,LB_,Correction); 
    end 
    if intensityCorrect 
        IntensityCorrectionFactor = scaleIntensity(intensity); 
    else 
        IntensityCorrectionFactor = 1; 
    end 
    clear LeftBounds XPixels YPixels CorrectionFull Correction Y_ X_ LB_ 
end 
fullImageWindow = sort(fullImageWindow); 
 
fprintf('Setup complete\n'); 
%% Read data 
if make0L 
    zerothLaserFolder = cat(2,dataFolder,subFolder,folder0L); 
    fileList = dir(zerothLaserFolder); 
    fileNum = numel(fileList); 
    indices = []; 
    for fiIndex = 1:fileNum 
        name = fileList(fiIndex).name; 
        if numel(name) >= 4 && strcmp(name((end-3):end),'.txt') 
            indices = cat(1,indices,fiIndex); 
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        end 
    end 
    DataLaser = readCCDData(zerothLaserFolder,fileList(indices),false); 
end;clear zerothLaserFolder fileList fileNum fiIndex name indices 
 
if make0W 
    zerothWhiteFolder = cat(2,dataFolder,subFolder,folder0W); 
    fileList = dir(zerothWhiteFolder); 
    fileNum = numel(fileList); 
    indices = []; 
    for fiIndex = 1:fileNum 
        name = fileList(fiIndex).name; 
        if numel(name) >= 4 && strcmp(name((end-3):end),'.txt') 
            indices = cat(1,indices,fiIndex); 
        end 
    end 
    DataWhite = readCCDData(zerothWhiteFolder,fileList(indices),false); 
end;clear zerothWhiteFolder fileList fileNum fiIndex name indices 
 
if make1L 
    spectrumFolder = cat(2,dataFolder,subFolder,folder1L); 
    fileList = dir(spectrumFolder); 
    fileNum = numel(fileList); 
    indices = []; 
    for fiIndex = 1:fileNum 
        name = fileList(fiIndex).name; 
        if numel(name) >= 4 && strcmp(name((end-3):end),'.txt') 
            indices = cat(1,indices,fiIndex); 
        end 
    end 
    DataSpectrum = readCCDData(spectrumFolder,fileList(indices),stretchAndSmoothCorrect); 
end; clear spectrumFolder fileList fileNum fiIndex name indices 
 
fprintf('Data extraction complete\n'); 
%% Correct and combine data 
%Trim zeroth order images and shift\normalize them. 
if make0L 
    Dnum = numel(DataLaser); 
    keep = DataLaser(1).pixX >= fullImageWindow(1) & DataLaser(1).pixX <= fullImageWindow(2); 
    bounds = [inf,-inf]; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        DataLaser(i).waveAll = DataLaser(i).waveAll(keep); 
        DataLaser(i).pixX = DataLaser(i).pixX(keep); 
        DataLaser(i).data = DataLaser(i).data(:,keep); 
        bounds_ = prctile(DataLaser(i).data(:),[0,imageNormalizationPercentile]); 
        bounds(1) = min(bounds(1),bounds_(1)); 
        bounds(2) = max(bounds(2),bounds_(2)); 
    end 
    %Apply normalization 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        DataLaser(i).data = min((DataLaser(i).data - bounds(1))/(bounds(2)-bounds(1)),1); 
    end 
    %Regroup by position and combine data to one object 
    xPosRel = []; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        xPosRel = cat(1,xPosRel,DataLaser(i).pos); 
    end 
    xPosRel = sort(unique(xPosRel)); 
    xNum = size(xPosRel,1); 
    xGroups = nan(xNum,1); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        for i = 1:Dnum 
            if DataLaser(i).pos == xPosRel(xIndex); 
                xGroups(xIndex) = i; %There should be only one at each position 
                break; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    xIndicesL = (1:(fullImageWindow(2)-fullImageWindow(1)+1))'; 
    yIndicesL = DataLaser(1).pixY; 
    xPosStandard = (xIndicesL - mean(xIndicesL))*umPerPixel; 
    yPosStandard = (yIndicesL - mean(yIndicesL))*umPerPixel; 
    xPosL = nan(numel(xIndicesL),xNum); 
    yPosL = nan(numel(yIndicesL),xNum); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        xPosL(:,xIndex) = xPosStandard - xPosRel(xIndex); %Subtract so the origin is physically fixed 
        yPosL(:,xIndex) = yPosStandard; 
    end 
    FullDataL = nan(numel(yIndicesL),numel(xIndicesL),xNum); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        FullDataL(:,:,xIndex) = DataLaser(xGroups(xIndex)).data; 
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    end 
    FullDataL = flip(FullDataL,1); %Flip along y direction so it agrees with everything else (y position and 
indices can stay the same) 
    clear Dnum keep i bounds bounds_ xPosRel xNum xGroups xIndex ... 




    Dnum = numel(DataWhite); 
    keep = DataWhite(1).pixX >= fullImageWindow(1) & DataWhite(1).pixX <= fullImageWindow(2); 
    bounds = [inf,-inf]; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        DataWhite(i).waveAll = DataWhite(i).waveAll(keep); 
        DataWhite(i).pixX = DataWhite(i).pixX(keep); 
        DataWhite(i).data = DataWhite(i).data(:,keep); 
        bounds_ = prctile(DataWhite(i).data(:),[0,imageNormalizationPercentile]); 
        bounds(1) = min(bounds(1),bounds_(1)); 
        bounds(2) = max(bounds(2),bounds_(2)); 
    end 
    %Apply normalization 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        DataWhite(i).data = min((DataWhite(i).data - bounds(1))/(bounds(2)-
bounds(1))/imageNormalizationWindowIncrease,1); 
    end 
    %Regroup by position and combine data to one object 
    xPosRel = []; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        xPosRel = cat(1,xPosRel,DataWhite(i).pos); 
    end 
    xPosRel = sort(unique(xPosRel)); 
    xNum = size(xPosRel,1); 
    xGroups = nan(xNum,1); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        for i = 1:Dnum 
            if DataWhite(i).pos == xPosRel(xIndex); 
                xGroups(xIndex) = i; %There should be only one at each position 
                break; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    xIndicesW = (1:(fullImageWindow(2)-fullImageWindow(1)+1))'; 
    yIndicesW = DataWhite(1).pixY; 
    xPosStandard = (xIndicesW - mean(xIndicesW))*umPerPixel; 
    yPosStandard = (yIndicesW - mean(yIndicesW))*umPerPixel; 
    xPosW = nan(numel(xIndicesW),xNum); 
    yPosW = nan(numel(yIndicesW),xNum); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        xPosW(:,xIndex) = xPosStandard - xPosRel(xIndex);%Subtract so the origin is physically fixed 
        yPosW(:,xIndex) = yPosStandard; 
    end 
    FullDataW = nan(numel(yIndicesW),numel(xIndicesW),xNum); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        FullDataW(:,:,xIndex) = DataWhite(xGroups(xIndex)).data; 
    end 
    FullDataW = flip(FullDataW,1); %Flip along y direction so it agrees with everything else (y position and 
indices can stay the same) 
    clear Dnum keep i bounds bounds_ xPosRel xNum xGroups xIndex ... 




    %Correct spectra 
    Dnum = numel(DataSpectrum); 
    min_ = inf; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        min_ = min(min(min(DataSpectrum(i).data)),min_); 
    end 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        if ~timeCorrect && DataSpectrum(i).duration == 0 
            timeCorrectionFactor = 1; 
        else 
            timeCorrectionFactor = 1/DataSpectrum(i).duration; 
        end 
        DataSpectrum(i).data = (DataSpectrum(i).data - min_)... 
            * timeCorrectionFactor * IntensityCorrectionFactor; 
    end 
    if pixelCorrect 
        for i = 1:Dnum 
            [Y,X,LB] = ndgrid(DataSpectrum(i).pixY+startVertPixel-
1,DataSpectrum(i).pixX,DataSpectrum(i).waveMin); 
            DataSpectrum(i).data = DataSpectrum(i).data .* ... 
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                reshape(interp_(Y(:),X(:),LB(:)),size(DataSpectrum(i).data)); 
        end 
    end 
     
    %Combine data 
    xPosS = []; 
    for i = 1:Dnum 
        xPosS = cat(1,xPosS,DataSpectrum(i).pos); 
    end 
    xPosS = sort(unique(xPosS)); 
    xNum = size(xPosS,1); 
    xGroups = cell(xNum,1); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        xGroup = []; 
        for i = 1:Dnum 
            if DataSpectrum(i).pos == xPosS(xIndex); 
                xGroup = cat(1,xGroup,i); 
            end 
        end 
        xGroups{xIndex} = xGroup; 
    end 
    waveMin = -inf; %Reversed starting point intentional, see notes below 
    waveMax = inf; 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        tempMin = inf; 
        tempMax = -inf; 
        for j = xGroups{xIndex}' 
            tempMin = min(tempMin,DataSpectrum(j).waveMin); 
            tempMax = max(tempMax,DataSpectrum(j).waveMax); 
        end 
        waveMin = max(waveMin,tempMin);%The order of max and min function calls here are intentional. 
        waveMax = min(waveMax,tempMax);%I want the lowest upper bound and the highest lower bound 
    end 
    window = [waveMin,waveMax]; 
     
    xIndicesS = (1:xNum)'; 
    yIndicesS = DataSpectrum(1).pixY; 
    yPosS = ( yIndicesS - mean(yIndicesS) ) * umPerPixel; 
    FullDataS = nan(numel(yIndicesS),spectrumHighDetail,xNum); 
    for xIndex = 1:xNum 
        [Wavelength,CleanedData] = spliceData(DataSpectrum(xGroups{xIndex}),'mean',spectrumHighDetail,window); 
        FullDataS(:,:,xIndex) = patchHoles(CleanedData); 
    end 
    for i = yIndicesS' 
        for xIndex = 1:xNum 
            FullDataS(i,:,xIndex) = smooth(FullDataS(i,:,xIndex),ceil(spectrumHighDetail/60)); 
        end 
    end 
    FullDataS = flip(FullDataS,1); %Flip along y direction so it agrees with everything else (y position and 
indices can stay the same) 
    clear Dnum min_ i timeCorrectionFactor Y X LB xNum xGroups xGroup xIndex... 
        waveMin waveMax tempMin tempMax j window CleanedData 
end 
 
fprintf('Data collection and combination complete\n'); 
 
%% Save initial data 
currDateTime = datestr(now(),'yyyy-mm-dd HH-MM-SS'); 
saveFolderFull = cat(2,saveFolder,subFolder,sprintf('%s\\',currDateTime)); 
[~,~,~] = mkdir(saveFolder,cat(2,subFolder,sprintf('%s\\',currDateTime))); %Disregard errors if folder already 
present 
record = ''; 
if make0L 
    save(cat(2,saveFolderFull,'0L.mat'),'FullDataL',... 
        'xIndicesL','yIndicesL','xPosL','yPosL'); 
    record = cat(2,record,sprintf('0L: %s\n',folder0L)); 
end 
if make0W 
    save(cat(2,saveFolderFull,'0W.mat'),'FullDataW',... 
        'xIndicesW','yIndicesW','xPosW','yPosW'); 
    record = cat(2,record,sprintf('0W: %s\n',folder0W)); 
end 
if make1L 
    save(cat(2,saveFolderFull,'1L.mat'),'FullDataS',... 
        'xIndicesS','yIndicesS','xPosS','yPosS','Wavelength'); 
    record = cat(2,record,sprintf('1L: %s\n',folder1L)); 
end 
fileID = fopen(cat(2,saveFolderFull,'data source.txt'),'w'); 
fprintf(fileID,'This data was made from the folders:\n%s',record); 
fclose(fileID); 
clear saveFolderFull currDateTime saveFolderFull 
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%This function generates graphical results from the processed data 
%% Parameters 
%These need to end in \ 
folderToRead = 'HOME\Results\'; 
subFolder = 'XXXXXXX\Y\'; 
subSubFolder = 'YYYY-MM-DD hh-mm-ss\'; 
 
make0L = true; %Whether to process the data or not 
make0W = true; %^ 
make1L = true; %^ 
 
%The wavelength (nm) bounds to plot (use -inf and +inf to show all the data) 
waveStartValue = -inf; 
waveEndValue   = +inf; 
%The increment of markers on the spectrum (nm) 
waveTickInterval = 50; 
 
%The names of the processed data files 
file0L = '0L.mat'; 
file0W = '0W.mat'; 
file1L = '1L.mat'; 
 
%Which pixels to show 
yStartIndices  = 10; 
yEndIndices    = -20; %I treat negative numbers as indices ordered from the back 
xStartIndices  = 1; 
xEndIndices    = -1; %Same as above 
 
frameRate = 4; %fps 
slitImageWindow = [77,93,70,86];%(top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right) done after image extraction 




if ~make0L && ~make0W && ~make1L 




    Data0L = load(cat(2,folderToRead,subFolder,subSubFolder,file0L)); 
    if yStartIndices < 0 
        yStartIndices = size(Data0L.yIndicesL,1) + 1 + yStartIndices; %A lot of these assignments are going to 
be redundant, but may be necessary 
    end 
    if yEndIndices < 0 
        yEndIndices = size(Data0L.yIndicesL,1) + 1 + yEndIndices; 
    end 
    if xStartIndices < 0 
        xStartIndices = size(Data0L.xIndicesL,1) + 1 + xStartIndices; 
    end 
    if xEndIndices < 0 
        xEndIndices = size(Data0L.xIndicesL,1) + 1 + xEndIndices; 
    end 
    frames = size(Data0L.FullDataL,3); 
end 
if make0W 
    Data0W = load(cat(2,folderToRead,subFolder,subSubFolder,file0W)); 
    if yStartIndices < 0 
        yStartIndices = size(Data0W.yIndicesW,1) + 1 + yStartIndices; 
    end 
    if yEndIndices < 0 
        yEndIndices = size(Data0W.yIndicesW,1) + 1 + yEndIndices; 
    end 
    if xStartIndices < 0 
        xStartIndices = size(Data0W.xIndicesW,1) + 1 + xStartIndices; 
    end 
    if xEndIndices < 0 
        xEndIndices = size(Data0W.xIndicesW,1) + 1 + xEndIndices; 
    end 
    frames = size(Data0W.FullDataW,3); 
end 
if make1L 
    Data1L = load(cat(2,folderToRead,subFolder,subSubFolder,file1L)); 
    if yStartIndices < 0 
        yStartIndices = size(Data1L.yIndicesS,1) + 1 + yStartIndices; 
    end 
    if yEndIndices < 0 
        yEndIndices = size(Data1L.yIndicesS,1) + 1 + yEndIndices; 
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    end 
    if xStartIndices < 0 
        xStartIndices = size(Data1L.xIndicesS,1) + 1 + xStartIndices; 
    end 
    if xEndIndices < 0 
        xEndIndices = size(Data1L.xIndicesS,1) + 1 + xEndIndices; 
    end 
    waveKeepIndices = Data1L.Wavelength >= waveStartValue & Data1L.Wavelength <= waveEndValue; 
    frames = size(Data1L.FullDataS,3); 
end 
 
yKeepIndices = yStartIndices:yEndIndices; 
xKeepIndices = xStartIndices:xEndIndices; 
 
 
%% Handle all plotting 
saveFolder = cat(2,folderToRead,subFolder,subSubFolder); 
%               L       W       LW      LS      LWS 
p_DrawL      = [1,      0,      1,      1,      1]; 
p_DrawW      = [0,      1,      1,      0,      1]; 
p_DrawS      = [0,      0,      0,      1,      1]; 
p_DrawSlit   = [0,      0,      0,      1,      1]; 
p_DrawColors = [0,      0,      0,      1,      1]; 
p_Overwrite  = [0,      0,      0,      800,    800]; 
p_SaveName   = {'L',    'W',    'LW',   'LS',   'LWS'}; 
 
if make0L 
    FD_L = Data0L.FullDataL(yKeepIndices,xKeepIndices,:); 
    Y_L = Data0L.yPosL(yKeepIndices,:); 
    X_L = Data0L.xPosL(xKeepIndices,:); 
end 
if make0W 
    FD_W = Data0W.FullDataW(yKeepIndices,xKeepIndices,:); 
    Y_W = Data0W.yPosW(yKeepIndices,:); 
    X_W = Data0W.xPosW(xKeepIndices,:); 
end 
if make1L 
    FD_S = Data1L.FullDataS(yKeepIndices,waveKeepIndices,:); 
    Y_S = repmat(Data1L.yPosS(yKeepIndices),[1,frames]); 
    W_S = repmat(Data1L.Wavelength(waveKeepIndices),[1,frames]); 
     
    scale = max(max(max(FD_S))); 
    FD_S = FD_S / scale; 
    fileID = fopen(cat(2,saveFolder,'intensity.txt'),'w'); 
    fprintf(fileID,'Max intensity of emission in range tested (%.1f to %.1f nm; %.1f to %.1f um): %.5f\n',... 
        W_S(1),W_S(end),Y_S(1,1),Y_S(end,1),scale); 
    fclose(fileID); 
end 
 
for step = 1:5 
    close all; 
    drawL = make0L && p_DrawL(step); 
    drawW = make0W && p_DrawW(step); 
    drawS = make1L && p_DrawS(step); 
    if drawL || drawW || drawS %At least one plot needs to be made 
        [~,~,~] = mkdir(saveFolder,sprintf('%s frames\\',p_SaveName{step})); 
        dx = 62; 
        dy = 50; 
        height = 620; 
        figure('Position',[50,200,2000,height]) 
        lastGraph = 0; 
        set(gcf,'Color',[0,0,0]); 
        for fr = 1:frames 
            %clf; 
            if drawL 
                if fr == 1 
                    ax1 = axes('Units','Pixels'); 
                    hold on; 
                    ax1.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,500,height-2*dy]; 
                    daspect([1,1,1]); 
                    im1 = DrawImageFrame(Y_L,X_L,FD_L,fr); 
                    realSize = ax1.PlotBoxAspectRatio; 
                    ax1.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,(height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2),height-2*dy]; 
                    
annotation('TextBox','Color',[1,1,1],'FontSize',20,'Units','pixels','EdgeColor','none','Position',[lastGraph+1
0,10,100,50],'String','\mum'); 
                    lastGraph = lastGraph + dx + (height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2); 
                    title('0^{th} Order Laser Image','Color',[1,1,1]); 
                    if p_DrawSlit(step) 
                        SlitA = DrawSlit(slitImageWindow,Data0L.xPosL(:,fr),Data0L.yPosL(:,fr)); 
                    end 
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                else 
                    delete(im1); 
                    axes(ax1); 
                    hold on; 
                    im1 = DrawImageFrame(Y_L,X_L,FD_L,fr); 
                    if p_DrawSlit(step) 
                        delete(SlitA); 
                        SlitA = DrawSlit(slitImageWindow,Data0L.xPosL(:,fr),Data0L.yPosL(:,fr)); 
                    end 
                end 
                 
 
            end 
            if drawW 
                if fr == 1 
                    ax2 = axes('Units','Pixels'); 
                    hold on; 
                    ax2.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,500,height-2*dy]; 
                    daspect([1,1,1]); 
                    im2 = DrawImageFrame(Y_W,X_W,FD_W,fr); 
                    realSize = ax2.PlotBoxAspectRatio; 
                    ax2.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,(height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2),height-2*dy]; 
                    
annotation('TextBox','Color',[1,1,1],'FontSize',20,'Units','pixels','EdgeColor','none','Position',[lastGraph+1
0,10,100,50],'String','\mum'); 
                    lastGraph = lastGraph + dx + (height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2); 
                    title('0^{th} Order White Light Image','Color',[1,1,1]); 
                    if p_DrawSlit(step) 
                        SlitB = DrawSlit(slitImageWindow,Data0W.xPosW(:,fr),Data0W.yPosW(:,fr)); 
                    end 
                else 
                    delete(im2); 
                    axes(ax2); 
                    hold on; 
                    im2 = DrawImageFrame(Y_W,X_W,FD_W,fr); 
                    if p_DrawSlit(step) 
                        delete(SlitB); 
                        SlitB = DrawSlit(slitImageWindow,Data0W.xPosW(:,fr),Data0W.yPosW(:,fr)); 
                    end 
                end 
                 
            end 
            if drawS 
                if fr == 1 
                    ax3 = axes('Units','Pixels'); 
                    if p_Overwrite(step) > 0 
                        width = p_Overwrite(step); 
                    else 
                        width = 800; 
                    end 
                    ax3.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,width,height-2*dy]; 
                    if p_Overwrite(step)==0;daspect([1,1,1]);end 
                    im3 = DrawImageFrame(Y_S,W_S,FD_S,fr,waveTickInterval,true); 
                    realSize = ax3.PlotBoxAspectRatio; 
                    if p_Overwrite(step) == 0 
                        ax3.Position = [lastGraph+dx,dy,(height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2),height-2*dy]; 
                    end 
                    
annotation('TextBox','Color',[1,1,1],'FontSize',20,'Units','pixels','EdgeColor','none','Position',[lastGraph+8
,30,100,50],'String','\mum'); 
                    
annotation('TextBox','Color',[1,1,1],'FontSize',20,'Units','pixels','EdgeColor','none','Position',[lastGraph+5
5,3,100,50],'String','nm'); 
                    lastGraph = lastGraph + dx + (height-2*dy)*realSize(1)/realSize(2); 
                    title('Photoluminescence Spectra','Color',[1,1,1]); 
                else 
                    delete(im3); 
                    axes(ax3); 
                    im3 = DrawImageFrame(Y_S,W_S,FD_S,fr,waveTickInterval,true); 
                end 
                 
            end 
            if fr == 1 
                set(gcf,'Position',[50,200,lastGraph+dx,height]) 
            end 
            drawnow; 
            f = getframe(gcf); 
            if fr == 1 
                [~,map] = rgb2ind(f.cdata,256,'nodither'); 
                clear imA imB 
            end 
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            imwrite(f.cdata,sprintf('%s%s frames\\f%02u.png',saveFolder,p_SaveName{step},fr)); 
            imA(:,:,1,fr) = rgb2ind(f.cdata,map,'nodither'); 
            imB(:,:,:,fr) = f.cdata; 
        end 
        
imwrite(imA,map,sprintf('%s%s.gif',saveFolder,p_SaveName{step}),'DelayTime',1/frameRate,'LoopCount',60000); 
        Vid = VideoWriter(sprintf('%s%s.avi',saveFolder,p_SaveName{step})); 
        Vid.FrameRate = frameRate; 
        open(Vid); 
        for fr = 1:frames 
            writeVideo(Vid,imB(:,:,:,fr)); 
        end 
        close(Vid); 










%Wavelengths windowing controls 
waveLimit = true; 
waveStartValue = 550; 
waveEndValue = 750; 
 
%Whether to clear all other plots or not 
overwrite = false; 
 
%Data extraction info 
frame = 15; %Which frame of the animation the region falls within the slit 
yValueGoal = 7; %microns 
 
%Scaling and shifting of data in plot 
shiftScale = false; 
offsetInternal = 1.75e-3; 
scaleFactor = 1; 
offsetExternal = 0; 
 
%Intensity windowing controls 
intensityLimit = false; 
intStartValue = 0; 
intEndValue = 1e-3; 
 
%% Code 
wave = Wavelength; 
yVals = yPosS; 
keepYVal_one = min(abs(yVals - yValueGoal)); 
keepYVal_all = abs(yVals - yValueGoal) == keepYVal_one; 
dataS = mean(FullDataS(keepYVal_all,:,frame),1); 
if overwrite 
    figure(); 
else 
    hold on; 
end 
if shiftScale 




    xlim([waveStartValue,waveEndValue]); 
end 
if intensityLimit 





function storage =  readCCDData(folder,fileNames,stretchAndSmooth) 
    tol = 2; 
    if nargin < 3 
        stretchAndSmooth = true; 
    end 
    num = numel(fileNames); 
    emptyStruct = struct('name',NaN,'width',NaN,'height',NaN,'waveMin',NaN,... 
        'waveMax',NaN,'waveAll',NaN,'pixX',NaN,'pixY',NaN,'data',NaN,'date',NaN,... 
        'pos',NaN,'iter',NaN,'duration',NaN); 
    storage(1:num,1) = emptyStruct; 
    parfor i = 1:num 
        name = fileNames(i).name; 
        filePath = cat(2,folder,'\',name); 
        allData = fliplr(dlmread(filePath,'\t')); %Flip everything left-right so wavelength was increasing 
        width = size(allData,2) - 1; 
        height = size(allData,1) - 2; 
        pixX = transpose(allData(1,1:(end-1))); 
        pixY = allData(3:end,end); 
        waveAll = transpose(allData(2,1:(end-1))); 
        waveMin = waveAll(1); 
        waveMax = waveAll(end); 
        data = allData(3:end,1:(end-1)); 
 
        dateStart = regexp(name,'\d\d\d\d-\d\d-\d\d \d\d-\d\d-\d\d'); 
        posStart = regexp(name,'[+-]\d\d\d\.\d\dum'); 
        iterStart = regexp(name,'#\d\d\d'); 
        durStart = regexp(name,'\d\d\.\d\d\ds'); 
 
        storage(i).name = name; 
        storage(i).width = width; 
        storage(i).height = height; 
        storage(i).waveMin = waveMin; 
        storage(i).waveMax = waveMax; 
        storage(i).waveAll = waveAll; 
        storage(i).pixX = pixX; 
        storage(i).pixY = pixY; 
        storage(i).data = data; 
        if numel(dateStart) > 0 
            storage(i).date = name(dateStart(1):(dateStart(1)+18)); 
        else 
            storage(i).date = fileNames(i).date; %Going to be a different format date, but its better than 
nothing 
        end 
        if numel(posStart) > 0 
            storage(i).pos = str2num(name(posStart(1):(posStart(1)+6))); 
        else 
            storage(i).pos = 0; 
        end 
        if numel(iterStart) > 0 
            storage(i).iter = str2num(name((iterStart(1)+1):(iterStart(1)+3))); 
        else 
            storage(i).iter = 0; 
        end 
        if numel(durStart) > 0 
            storage(i).duration = str2num(name(durStart(1):(durStart(1)+5))); 
        else 
            storage(i).duration = 0; 
        end 
         
        if stretchAndSmooth 
            [Y,X] = ndgrid(pixY,pixX); 
            [X_,Y_] = stretchImage(X,Y); 
            interp_ = scatteredInterpolant(Y_(:),X_(:),data(:)); 
            storage(i).data = removeSpike(reshape(interp_(Y(:),X(:)),[height,width])); 
            storage(i).data( Y < repmat(min(Y_+tol,[],1),height,1) | Y > repmat(max(Y_-tol,[],1),height,1)) = 
NaN; 
            storage(i).data( isnan(storage(i).data) ) = min(min(storage(i).data)); 
        end 






function [Wave,Data] = spliceData(dataSet,method,detail,window) 
    if nargin < 3 
        detail = 4000; 
    end 
    if nargin < 4 
        getWindow = true; 
    else 
        getWindow = false; 
        min_ = window(1); 
        max_ = window(2); 
    end 
     
    num = numel(dataSet); 
    h = dataSet(1).width; 
    v = dataSet(1).height; 
    if getWindow 
        min_ = inf; 
        max_ = -inf; 
        for i = 1:num 
            min_ = min(min_,dataSet(i).waveMin); 
            max_ = max(max_,dataSet(i).waveMax); 
        end 
    end 
    Wave = linspace(min_,max_,detail)'; 
     
    numWave = numel(Wave); 
    if strcmp(method,'max') 
        D0 = -inf(v,numWave); 
        combine = @(D0,D,n) max(D0,D); 
        alt = -inf; 
    elseif strcmp(method,'mean') 
        D0 = zeros(v,numWave); 
        combine = @(D0,D,n) (D0.*(n-1) + D)./n; 
        alt = 0; 
    end 
    count = zeros(v,numWave); 
     
    for i = 1:num 
        D = interp1(dataSet(i).waveAll',dataSet(i).data',Wave','linear',alt)'; 
        valid = D ~= alt; 
        count = count + valid; 
        D0(valid) = combine(D0(valid),D(valid),count(valid)); 
    end 






function correctionFactor = scaleIntensity(intensity) 
    LaserPower = [ 
        0   8.23 
        5   9.56 
        10  12.67 
        15  16.60 
        20  23.37 
        25  32.25 
        28  44.76 
        30  60.01 
        31  72.00 
        32  85.82 
        33  99.29 
        34  101.90 
        35  103.11 
        36  504.36 
        37  506.27 
        38  507.62 
        39  508.85 
        40  509.63 
        45  512.92 
        50  516.71 
        55  519.88 
        60  523.12 
        70  530.37 
        80  537.72 
        100 557.07 
        125 587.11 
        150 617.88 
        175 642.82 
        192 652.74 
    ]; 
    LaserPower = LaserPower - LaserPower(1); %Zero the data 
     
    correctionFactor = 1./interp1(LaserPower(:,1),LaserPower(:,2),intensity); 






function [Xp,Yp] = stretchImage(X,Y) 
    stretchFactors = [ 
        17.600823998262509 
        -0.019234040103517 
         0.918250423250933 
         0.000159618590071 
    ]; 
%   stretchFactors = [ %Uncomment if you want to disable stretching 
%       0 
%       0 
%       1 
%       0 
%   ]; 
     
    Xp = X; 
    Yp = zeros(size(Y)); 
     






function cleanData = removeSpike(data) 
    spanMedian = 30; 
    cleanData = nan(size(data)); 
    [n,m] = size(data); 
    delta = ceil(spanMedian/2); 
    for i = 1:n 
        for j = 1:m 
            check = max(1,j-delta) : min(j+delta,m); 
            cleanData(i,j) = median( data(i,check)); 
        end 
        cleanData(i,:) = smooth(cleanData(i,:)); 






function repairedData = patchHoles(data) 
    R = 1; 
     
    repairedData = data; 
    repair = isnan(data); 
    [sX,sY,sZ] = size(data); 
    X_ = 1:sX; 
    Y_ = 1:sY; 
    Z_ = 1:sZ; 
    [X,Y,Z] = ndgrid(X_,Y_,Z_); 
     
    indices = 1:numel(repair); 
    indices = indices(repair(:)); 
    closePoints = false(size(data)); 
    for i = indices 
        x = X(i); 
        y = Y(i); 
        z = Z(i); 
        keepX = max(1,x-R):min(x+R,sX); 
        keepY = max(1,y-R):min(y+R,sY); 
        keepZ = max(1,z-R):min(z+R,sZ); 
        closePoints(keepX,keepY,keepZ) = true; 
    end 
     
    trusted = ~repair & closePoints; 
     
    data = data(:); 
    repair = repair(:); 
    trusted = trusted(:); 
    X = X(:); 
    Y = Y(:); 
    Z = Z(:); 
     
    interp_ = scatteredInterpolant(X(trusted),Y(trusted),Z(trusted),data(trusted)); 
     








%This function extracts the efficiency measurement data and compacts it 
%into a single  
%% Parameters 
dataFolder = 'HOME\Data\Eff\'; 
saveFolder = 'HOME\Data\Eff\Results\'; 
 
Smooth_ = 401; %Must be odd. Chosen to be larger than the overlap between runs 
plotResults = true; 
 
T = 3.0; 
 
%% Extract data 
 
fileList = dir(dataFolder); 
fileNum = numel(fileList); 
indices = []; 
for fiIndex = 1:fileNum 
    name = fileList(fiIndex).name; 
    durStart = regexp(name,'\d\d\.\d\d\ds'); 
    if numel(durStart) > 0 && strcmp(name((end-3):end),'.txt') 
        if T == str2num(name(durStart(1):(durStart(1)+5))) 
            indices = cat(1,indices,fiIndex); 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
Data = readCCDData(dataFolder,fileList(indices)); 
clear dataFolder fileList fileNum indices name durStart fiIndex 
 
%% Data cleaning 
clear Xnum Ynum 
 
[WaveCombo,DataCombo] = spliceData(Data,'max'); 
for j = 1:size(DataCombo,1) 
    DataCombo(j,:) = smooth(DataCombo(j,:),Smooth_); 
end; clear Smooth_ j  
 
Dnum = size(Data,1); 
[Ynum,Xnum] = size(Data(1).data); 
 
%Find min 
min_ = inf; 
for i = 1:Dnum 




Correction = nan(Ynum,Xnum,Dnum); 
XPixels = (1:Xnum)'; 
YPixels = (1:Ynum)'; 
[W,Y] = meshgrid(WaveCombo,YPixels); 
 
 
LeftBounds = nan(Dnum,1); 
interp_ = scatteredInterpolant(Y(:),W(:),DataCombo(:)); 
clear DataCombo 
parfor i = 1:Dnum 
    LeftBounds(i) = Data(i).waveMin; 
    [w,y] = meshgrid(Data(i).waveAll,(1:Data(i).height)); 
    D_ = nan(Ynum,Xnum); 
    for j = YPixels' 
        D_(j,:) = smooth(Data(i).data(j,:),11); 
    end 
    Correction(:,:,i) = reshape((interp_(y(:),w(:)) - min_)./(D_(:) - min_),[Ynum,Xnum]); 
end; clear D_ w y interp_ i j W Y 
 
good = false; 
lb = 0.75; 
ub = 2.5; 
while ~good 
    omit = Correction <= lb | Correction >= ub; 
    Correction(omit) = NaN; 
    Correction = patchHoles(Correction); 
    omit = Correction <= lb | Correction >= ub; 
    good = sum(sum(sum(omit))) == 0; 
end 




%Find min, max of correction terms 
min_C = min(min(min(Correction))); 
max_C = max(max(max(Correction))); 
 
clear WaveCombo min_ 
%% Plot correction 
if plotResults 
    Xthinning = 20; 
    Ythinning = 4; 
    xkeep = mod(XPixels,Xthinning) == 0; 
    ykeep = mod(YPixels,Ythinning) == 0; 
    close all; 
    figure; 
    % hold on; 
    % for entry = 1:Dnum 
    %     [X,Y,LB] = meshgrid(XPixels(xkeep),YPixels(ykeep),LeftBounds(entry)); 
    %     Cor = Correction(ykeep,xkeep,entry); 
    %     Col = squeeze(permute(hsv2rgb([(Cor(:)-min_C)/(max_C-min_C),ones(numel(Cor),2)]),[1,3,2])); 
    %     scatter3(X(:),Y(:),LB(:),ones(numel(Cor),1),Col); 
    %     drawnow; 
    % end; clear X Y LB Col Cor entry 
    for entry = 1:Dnum 
        [X,Y] = meshgrid(XPixels(xkeep),YPixels(ykeep)); 
        Cor = Correction(ykeep,xkeep,entry); 
        Col = squeeze(permute(hsv2rgb([(Cor(:)-min_C)/(max_C-min_C),ones(numel(Cor),2)]),[1,3,2])); 
        scatter(X(:),Y(:),ones(numel(Cor),1),Col); 
        drawnow; 
    end; clear X Y LB Col Cor entry 
    clear Xthinning Ythinning xkeep ykeep min_C max_C Dnum 
 
    figure(); 
    hist(Correction(:),10000) 
end 
 
%% Save data 
currDateTime = datestr(now(),'yyyy-mm-dd HH-MM-SS'); 
save(sprintf('%sData %s %05.2fs.mat',saveFolder,currDateTime,T),'Data'); 
save(sprintf('%sCorrection %s 
%05.2fs.mat',saveFolder,currDateTime,T),'Correction','XPixels','YPixels','LeftBounds'); 







function imHandle = Draw_ImageFrame(y_,x_,data,index,tickDeltaX,drawSpectra) 
    tickDeltaY = 25; 
    if nargin < 5 
        tickDeltaX = 25; 
        drawSpectra = false; 
    end 
     
    y = y_(:,index); 
    x = x_(:,index); 
    %[Y,X] = ndgrid(y,x); 
    im = repmat(data(:,:,index),[1,1,3]);%makes grayscale image 
    xBounds = [x(1),x(end)]+[-1,1]/2*(x(2)-x(1)); 
    yBounds = [y(1),y(end)]+[-1,1]/2*(y(2)-y(1)); 
    imHandle = image(gca,... 
        'Xdata',xBounds,... 
        'Ydata',yBounds,... 
        'Cdata',im); 
    %daspect([1,1,1]); 
    axis([xBounds yBounds]) 
    xTicks = (ceil(xBounds(1)/tickDeltaX+0.2)*tickDeltaX):tickDeltaX:xBounds(2); 
    yTicks = (ceil(yBounds(1)/tickDeltaY+0.2)*tickDeltaY):tickDeltaY:yBounds(2); 
    xTickLabels = cell(1,numel(xTicks)); 
    yTickLabels = cell(1,numel(yTicks)); 
    if drawSpectra 
        formatStrX = '%.0f'; 
    else 
        formatStrX = '%+.0f'; 
    end 
    formatStrY = '%+.0f'; 
    for i = 1:numel(xTicks) 
        xTickLabels{i} = sprintf(formatStrX,xTicks(i)); 
    end; clear i 
    for i = 1:numel(yTicks) 
        yTickLabels{i} = sprintf(formatStrY,yTicks(i)); 
    end; clear i 
    set(gca,'XTick',xTicks); 
    set(gca,'YTick',yTicks); 
    set(gca,'XTickLabel',xTickLabels); 
    set(gca,'YTickLabel',yTickLabels); 
    set(gca,'TickDir','in'); 
    box(gca,'on'); 
     
    set(gca,'XColor',[1 1 1]); 
    set(gca,'YColor',[1 1 1]); 
    set(gca,'Color',[0,0,0]); 
 
    set(gca,'fontsize',20); 
    set(gca, 'Layer','top') 
    unitsX = xBounds(1) - 56/388*(xBounds(end) - xBounds(1)); 
    unitsY = yBounds(1) - 25/584*(yBounds(end) - yBounds(1)); 








function Lines = DrawSlit(slitImageWindow,xValsFull,yValsFull) 
    Ylim = ylim; 
    Ay = Ylim(2); 
    By = Ylim(2); 
    Cy = Ylim(1); 
    Dy = Ylim(1); 
     
    X11 = xValsFull(slitImageWindow(1)); 
    X12 = xValsFull(slitImageWindow(2)); 
    X21 = xValsFull(slitImageWindow(3)); 
    X22 = xValsFull(slitImageWindow(4)); 
     
    Y11 = yValsFull(1); 
    Y12 = yValsFull(1); 
    Y21 = yValsFull(end); 
    Y22 = yValsFull(end); 
     
    Ax = (X21-X11)/(Y21-Y11)*(Ay-Y11) + X11; 
    Bx = (X22-X12)/(Y22-Y12)*(By-Y12) + X12; 
    Cx = (X21-X11)/(Y21-Y11)*(Cy-Y11) + X11; 
    Dx = (X22-X12)/(Y22-Y12)*(Dy-Y12) + X12; 
     
    Lines = plot([Ax,Bx,Dx,Cx;Bx,Dx,Cx,Ax],[Ay,By,Dy,Cy;By,Dy,Cy,Ay],':','Color',[0.9,0,0],'LineWidth',3.5); 
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